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Finally, County University
set to become a reality
Already, Kisii University sets up a Campus at Chebara as Tambach awaits
upgrading to full University through mentorship by Kenyatta University

FIRST UNIVERSITY: Tambach Teachers College which is set to host Kerio Valley University. Below (Left): Governor Tolgos with Kenyatta University
Vice Chancellor Prof. Olive Mugenda after KU accepted to mentor the Kerio Valley University. (Right): The Governor gifts Kisii University Vice
Chancellor Prof. John Akama after the launch of Chebara Campus. PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL
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By VINCENT BARTOO

ince 1970s, Elgeyo Marakwet residents
have always wanted a University
established in the County. This post
independence clamour went unheeded until
recently when devolution was introduced in
Kenya.
When the County Government of Elgeyo
Marakwet headed by Governor Alex Tolgos
got into office, the first step was to go round
capturing the development aspirations of County
residents and now contained in the County
Integrated Development Plan (CIDP).
As expected and three decades later, locals
made it clear in their petitions in the CIDP that
they still wanted the University established in
Elgeyo/Marakwet and particularly in Tambach
TTC according to Page 9 of the CIDP developed
in 2013.
Locals from Tambach recently also gave a
signed petition giving mandate to the County
Government to establish the public University at
the institution.
Article 26 of the Universities Act 2012
provides the establishment of public universities
in each of the Counties, giving priority to
Counties that do not have universities, Elgeyo
Marakwet County being one of them.
In 2014, H.E Governor Alex Tolgos hit the
ground running by appealing to communities
to donate land for the establishment of the
University, an appeal that was well received by
residents of Marakwet East who agreed to give
2,000 acres for the institution.
“The setting up of a university in this County
is indeed timely and crucial. It is apparent that
Elgeyo Marakwet County is unique and has a lot
to offer to communities nationally and beyond,”
said the Governor.
The County Government then officially
began a process to establish the University by
convening consultative meetings with County
leaders among them Senator Kipchumba
Murkomen and MPs Dr Susan Chebet, William
Kisang, Jackson Kiptanui, Kangogo Bowen and
James Murgor as well as the County Assembly.
CONTINUED ON PAGE>> 2
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Capacity: 300,000 students qualify for University admission annually, only about 60,000 get admission in Kenya

(Alternative Medicine)
12. Security and Peace Studies
13. Health Sciences
14. Disaster Management

Tambach, Chebarial
residents give County
go ahead to start
Kerio University
CONTINUED FROM PAGE>> 1

The meetings led to a decision
to appoint a task force that would
be charged with the responsibility
to decide on the location of the
University, name, academic charter,
programmes to be offered and the
mentoring University.
Task Force appointed
The task force was picked through
an inclusive process by the leaders
and comprised professionals from
the County and officials from the
County Department of Education and
Economic Planning.
They were; Prof. Thomas Cheruiyot
(Chairperson), Dr. Emmy Kipsoi (Vice
Chair), Prof. Paul Tarus, Dr. Wilson
Kipkore, Dr. John Changach, Dr. Luka
Kuto, Dr. Grace Cheserek, Mildred
Chepkonga, Dr. Christopher Saina,
Risper Berem, Dr. Philip Chumo, Mr.
Elias Yano and Dr. Stella Rono.
The members of the task force
were drawn mainly from the
academia, had in-depth deliberations
and consultations with various
stakeholders from the County and
Commission for University Education.
They also consulted various relevant
documents.
The team’s secretariat comprised
of County Staff Netty Jemutai (Chief
Officer Education), Peter Marusin
(Economic
Adviser),
Samuel
Kipchumba (Director Education), John
Maritim (County Head of Economic
Planning) , Kosgei Titus and Felix
Kipngetich (County Economists).

as the ideal institution where the
University could be started. They also
proposed that the main Campus be
established on the 2,000 acre land at
Chebarial, Marakwet East where land
was donated.
“Consideration of the various
locations was based on available
infrastructural
facilities
and
stakeholder perspectives,” notes the
report.
Other campuses of the County
University are proposed to be
established at Biwott Secondary
School in Keiyo South and St.
Bendedict’s Arror Girls Secondary
School in Marakwet West.
The task force recommended
that the main financial resources for
the establishment of the University
be obtained from the national
government through the Commission
for University Education (CUE) as
well as the County Government.
“There will also be supplementary
financial resources generated through
fees from privately sponsored students,
Endowment fund, Research and
Collaborations as well as Gifts, grants
and donations,” states the report.

University Name
The task force also settled on Kerio
Valley University as the name of the
institution given that the Kerio Valley
is a landmark that identifies the County
and is shared both by the Keiyo and
Marakwet Communities.
The name Kerio Valley is also a
unique attribute to Kenya as it has
served to attract foreign tourists and
University Location
even inspired the making of a bath tub
After about two months, the task in Italy that was made in the frame of
force tabled a report that among others the Valley and even named Kerio Bath
settled on Tambach Teachers College Tub.

Mentoring University
After lengthy discussions and
visits to various universities by the
leadership of the County, Kenyatta
University was found to be the most
ideal institution to mentor the County
University upto its full establishment.
Kenyatta University has emerged
to be a strong and dynamic institution
that has captured the attention of
Marakwet East MP, Kangogo Bowen hands over an agreement
many including US President Barrack
to Governor Tolgos allow County University to be set Up in his
Obama who visited the University
constituency. PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL
during his recent tour of Kenya.
Technology.
The Governor, Senator and MPs
ROAD MAP
Programmes to be offered initially visited Kenyatta University and held
shall be Senate approved programmes discussions with its Vice Chancellor
Elgeyo Marakwet gets the
of the mentoring university as follows: Professor Olive Mugenda and
green light to establish
1. Education (Arts and Science)
members of the University Senate
who agreed to mentor the County
its own University from
2. Business Management and
University.
Economics
the Commission for
Fast Track
3. Agriculture & Agribusiness
University
Education
Management
The
task
force
strongly
(CUE).
recommended that the process of
4. Environmental Sciences and
establishing a University in the County
Natural Resource Management
be prioritized and fast-tracked.
Establishing a University

College in the County
will play a major role in
increasing access to
university
education
which is in accordance
with Section 26 of the
universities Act 2012.

The
University
will
fulfil the mandate of the
government of Kenya
in terms of increasing
access
to
university
education, empower the
county and facilitate the
implementation of United
Nation’s
Millennium
Development Goals, the
Constitution of Kenya
and Kenya’s Vision 2030.
Out of the more than
300,000
students
who qualify for the
University
admission
annually, only about
60,000 get admission to
the public and private
universities in Kenya.
It is based on the above that it is
also envisaged that the university will
be unique, not only in the approach
to teaching and research, but more
fundamentally,
in
its
strategic
conception and innovative character.

Tambach Teachers College which is set to host Kerio Valley University.
PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL

Academic Character
The proposed university shall be a
University of Agriculture, Sciences and

Deputy
Governor,
Gabriel Lagat
showcases
a letter
addressed to
the Governor
by Tambach
residents
handing over
Tambach
Teachers
College for
upgrading to
University.
PHOTO |
EMMANUEL TALEL

The proposed County University will
consider developing other programmes
that will create a niche for itself such as:
1. Sports Science & Management
2. Animal Resource Management
3. Water Resources Management
4. Mining and Mineralogy
5. Oil and Gas Studies
6. Engineering and Energy Studies
7. Food Technology, Science and
Nutrition
8. Earth Science
9. Arts, Culture & Indigenous
Knowledge Studies
10. Climate Change and Biodiversity
11. Traditional and Herbal Medicine

Governor Tolgos said consultative
meetings with all stakeholders
of Tambach TTC started and are
still ongoing adding that the talks
would ensure that the University is
established while ensuring that the
TTC’s future is also safeguarded.
“I wish to make it clear that our
intention is not to kill the TTC. The
college will be safeguarded and may
only be relocated. I ask all of us to look
at the bigger picture and realize that
the plans to establish the University
is for the greater benefit of Elgeyo
Marakwet as a County for present and
future generations,” he said.
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Pomp and colour as Kisii
University opens a campus in
Chebara, Elgeyo Marakwet
I

By LINUS SIELE

t was a momentous day for
Elgeyo Marakwet when the first
University set up shop in the
County at Chebara, Marakwet West.
This marked the beginning of good
tidings for the County when Kisii
University agreed to a request by the
County Government to establish a
campus in Elgeyo Marakwet even as
the County readies to establish its own
fully fledged University.
This followed a high level
delegation led by H.E Governor Alex
Tolgos that visited Kisii University in
May this year to request the University
Senate to consider expanding to
Elgeyo Marakwet by opening a
Campus in the County.
The mission was a huge success
as the Senate gave the University
the go ahead to establish the Campus
in Chebara. This led to a flurry of
activities that included consultative
meetings to welcome and host the
University.
A team from Kisii University led by
Prof. Maurice Amutabi, Deputy Vice
Chancellor – Academic Affairs visited
the County and met with County
officials and Chebara community to
formulate the roadmap towards the
establishment of the Campus.
Finally, on August 27th, Kisii
University Chebara Campus was
born and set up at Kaptomut Primary
School on interim basis.
“Today is momentous day for
Elgeyo Marakwet County, a day that
will be written prominently in our
history for generations to come. Iam
very pleased to join you all to witness
the beginning of a new era for our
County as the first University finally
sets up base in Elgeyo Marakwet,”
said Governor Tolgos.

T

STEWARDSHIP

Governor Tolgos thanked
Prof Akama and his
administration for its
proactive leadership that
saw the University gain
confidence in Elgeyo
Marakwet as the first
County to launch a Campus
following the introduction
of devolution.
The opening of the Chebara
campus was presided over by Kisii
University Vice Chancellor Professor
John Akama and attended by a host
of senior management staff of the
institution.
Also in attendance during the
inauguration of the Campus was
area MP William Kisang and
his counterpart Kangogo Bowen

Vice Chancellor Kisii University, Proffesor John Akama leads County leaders
in cutting a ribbon to the Chebara Campus Administration block to mark its
official opening. PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL

(Marakwet East), Senator Kipchumba
Murkomen, County MP Dr Susan
Chebet, Deputy Governor Dr Gabriel
Lagat, County Chair of Education
Board Professor Margaret Kamar and
area MCA William Chesigany.
Others were former MPs Francis
Mutwol, Boaz Kaino and John
Marirmoi among other dignitaries.
Tolgos welcomed the move by Kisii
University to set up the campus saying
the institution could not have chosen a
better location as the County valued
education, with parents working hard
to send their children to institutions of
higher learning.
“This is evident with the number of
PhDs, Masters and Degrees that sons
and daughters of this County hold.
Many of them have been appointed
to very key positions in public and
private sectors and are among the
movers and shakers of this country,”
he said.
Added the Governor: “I therefore

wish to inform our valued partners,
Kisii University, that you could not
have chosen a better place to establish
a campus”.
Tolgos thanked Prof Akama and
his administration for its proactive
leadership that saw the University
gain confidence in Elgeyo Marakwet
as the first County to launch a
Campus following the introduction of
devolution.
The Governor promised to
work closely with the institution to
ensure students who qualify to join
institutions of higher learning get
admission to Kisii University.
“My
administration
would
continuously partner with institutions
of higher learning to transfer
knowledge to locals keen on furthering
their education,” he said.
On his part, Prof Akama said the
County would benefit from low cost of
fees charged by the University saying
the institution had taken deliberate

steps to lower their fees to make it
affordable to many Kenyans seeking
higher education.
“The low fees do not however mean
that we have compromised the quality
and standard of the courses we offer.
To the contrary, our programmes are
quality and market oriented,” he said.
Prof Akama lauded the unity of
the County leadership saying it was
rare and a strong attribute of Elgeyo
Marakwet County. “For sure, I have
never seen leaders in other counties
display the kind of unity I have seen
here today,” he added.
MP Kisang disclosed that the
national government had agreed to
give the County sh 160 million for
the complete establishment of the
Campus.
Senator Murkomen said the
Campus had provided the area with
numerous economic opportunities
and challenged local investors to start
constructing residential and business
facilities to accommodate students
and lecturers.
He asked the Kisii University
administration to develop market
driven programs that will help
manage the challenges of the times
such as County governance and
Accountability.
Prof. Kamar praised Prof. Akama
for his diligence, intelligence and
concentration which has made him
steer Kisii University to such greater
heights despite the fact that the
University was chartered two years
ago.
On her part, Women Rep Dr Susan
Chebet said the county leadership
would fully support the institution and
appealed to residents, especially the
youth, to take maximum advantage of
the Kisii University campus.
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Kerio Valley students benefit from
Tullow Scholarships, fly to the UK

Purity Koima (Centre) is gifted by the Governor
Alex Tolgos at the scholarship awarding ceremony
at Kempininski Hotel in Nairobi. Looking on is Dr.
Stella Rono, CEC Education Elgeyo Maraket.
PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL

I

By VINCENT BARTOO

t was double joy for Purity Jepkurui Koima who
graduated from Kabarak University with a First
Class Degree when she landed a scholarship to
study in the UK.
Purity, who hails from Cheptebo, Soy North Ward,
Keiyo South Sub County, secured a scholarship to study
a Master of Science in Environment Development in
the University of Leeds in the UK.
An overjoyed Purity was lost for words when Tullow
Oil, which has started operations in Elgeyo Marakwet
County, announced that she was among two University

graduates who were successful after
applying for the scholarships.
“This is a big favour from God and
I wish to thank Tullow Oil for this
opportunity of a lifetime. I will not
forget this ever,” she said when she was
awarded the scholarship at a ceremony at
Kempinski Hotel in Nairobi mid this year.
Purity, who said she was very passionate
about environmental conservation, said
she would work hard in her Masters and
gain necessary skills to apply back home
when she clears her course.
“I know that I got this opportunity to
go study in the UK courtesy of Tullow
coming to my County. I will reciprocate
by coming back and joining efforts to
conserve the environment in Elgeyo
Marakwet,” she pledged.
Another student from the same ward,
Martin Rotich from Changach area
was the second beneficiary, getting a
scholarship to study a Masters in Oil and
Gas from the University of Coventry also
in the UK.
Rotich said he was extremely grateful
for the opportunity saying Tullow Oil
could not have come at a better time when
he had graduated from University with his
first degree.
“My family were so much relieved and
happy when I broke the news to them.
They could not believe it. I was equally
overwhelmed when I got the wonderful
news,” he added.
Rotich said when he made the
application, he left his options open
and to God, adding that he knew many
people would apply for the much coveted
scholarships. Little did he know that he

would qualify.
“My testimony of this process is that it
is fair and anyone can win so long as you
meet all the requirements stipulated in the
application criteria. I encourage fellow
county students to apply in the next cycle
and who knows, you could be the one
chosen,” he added.
Governor Alex Tolgos hosted the two
students at the County for a luncheon and
they got a chance to address the county
leadership, further promising not to let the
County down as they pursue their higher
education.
“We wish you well as you travel to the
UK and hope that you will fly our flag
up high. Let them know that you come
from the County of Champions,” said the
Governor.
County Education CEC Dr Stella
Rono said the two beneficiaries won the
scholarships after sensitization meetings
held for university graduates by the
County and Tullow.
“We are glad that unlike the other year
when the beneficiaries were not known to
us, this time round we can tell the homes
of Purity and Martin and can confirm they
are residents of Elgeyo Marakwet,” she
said.

About the Scholarships

Applications are usually open to
candidates who meet the eligibility
criteria. It excludes applications for
1st degree, PhD or distance learning
programmes.
The scholarships are awarded through
open competition to the general public and
those who hail where Tullow operates.
The Courses which one can apply

Martin Rotich (Centre) is gifted by the Governor
Alex Tolgos at the scholarship awarding ceremony
.aMartin got a Masters scholarship to study Oil and
Gas at University of Coventry. PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL

to study include; Engineering and Technology,
Environment and Geosciences, Oil and Gas Economics,
Law and Legal Courses related to the Oil and Gas
Industry, other applied sciences apart from Medicine.
The scholarships are targeted at individuals who
can exhibit track record of success in their field of
endeavour, can demonstrate a strong personality and
ambition, with commitment to return to Kenya and
contribute to its future development.
Applications for the scholarships is online only. For
more information, visit:
www.tullowgroupscholarshipscheme.org
and click on Kenya.

Phase two of ECD infrastructure
development begins in earnest
E
By MAUREEN KOECH

lgeyo Marakwet County
has recognized ECD as a
crucial programme that
lays the foundation for a child’s
holistic and integrated education that
meets the cognitive, social, moral,
spiritual, emotional, and physical and
development needs.
The
County
is
therefore
aggressively engaging in the
improvement of ECD centres across
the county. Already, 20 ECDs twin
classrooms have been completed in
each ward in the County.
The County further bought
furniture and books to equip the 20
ECD centres built by the county in
the financial year 2013/2014.
The county government distributed

1,600 chairs and about 600 tables
that were procured from Iten youth
polytechnic for effective learning.
Governor Alex Tolgos, congratulated
the youth polytechnic for the good
quality of furniture produced.
Tolgos thanked the ECD teachers
for the improved learning which is
being recorded in the ECD centres
across the County from reports by
parents.
The Governor assured teachers
of his continued support and even
promised to hire more ECD teachers
in addition to the 371 employed
recently.
The County is now entering phase
two of the ECD infrastructural Ant ECD classrooms sponsored by
development with a plan already the County to construct, buy desks
teaching materials. PHOTO |
being implemented to construct 40 and
EMMANUEL TALEL
ECD twin classrooms cumulatively

in all the wards. Below is a brief
progress report of developments made
so far in the Education department:
ECD Infrastructure: In financial
year 2013-2014: Built and completed
one ECD twin classroom in every
ward. In financial year 2014-2015:
Approximated cost 88.7 Million.
Building of 40 ECD twin classrooms
in each Ward. Most of the works are
still on-going.
Learning materials: The county
government has bought learning
materials worth Kshs. 2.5 Million.
Distributions of these materials to
ECDs across the county commences
has been done.
Furniture: So far the County has
equipped 25 ECD centers with pupils’
chairs, tables, teachers desks and
chairs. In the 2014-2015 financial year,

ECD classrooms under construction
were equipped.
Vocational
Training
Centers
Infrastructure:
FY2013-2014:
Constructed dormitories in Chepkorio,
Iten, Kapcherop and Chesongoch.
These projects have been completed
and handed over to the beneficiaries.
FY2014-2015: There are ongoing
constructions of twin workshops in
Chepkorio, Chesongoch, Iten and
Kapcherop.
VTC Equipment:The county has
bought equipment worth Kshs. 10.3
million which are being distributed to
all the 10 Vocational Training Centers
in the county.
Special Needs Equipment:The
county has purchased equipment
worth Kshs. 3 million to be given to
Special Schools in the county.
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Farmers reap the benefits of County
subsidised Artificial Insemination (AI)

T

By VINCENT BARTOO

wo years after the County
Government introduced cheap
Artificial Insemination (AI),
the results are astoundingly amazing.
Farmers who took up the offer by the
County to buy sexed semen at sh 500
down from sh 5,000 and ordinary semen
at sh 200 down from sh 1800 are reaping
big with 409 calves already born out of
the subsidy programme .
Joseph Kwambai, a farmer from
Kapchemutwa, Keiyo North Sub County
is one such farmer who bought sexed
semen for sh 500 and got a female calve.
“In the past I used to have a bull that I
used on my cows because of the high cost
of AI and every time my cows calved, it
would only be bulls. The bull eventually
became old without giving me any
female cow,” he said.
Kwambai said the cows did not also
produce enough milk, only giving him
a paltry 10 litres which did not earn him

much.
“But when the County Government
came into existence and introduced the
pedigree sexed semen, I decided to go for
it and I am happy that I now have my first
calve which is female as I wanted,” he
added.
In Moiben Kuserwo Ward, Moses
Kiplagat also applied for the sexed semen
and got the results he wanted. Kiplagat
wanted a male Friesian calve and got
exactly that after paying sh 500 for it.
“I wish to thank the County
Government for introducing this AI
subsidy, and it is my plan to take
advantage of it to improve my breed and
make money from my livestock venture,”
he added.
Other wards where farmers have
benefitted from the AI programme
include Lelan, Metkei, Kabiemit,
Chepkorio, Kamariny and Tambach.
CEC Incharge of Agriculture,
Shadrach Yatich, asked farmers in other
wards to apply for the AI subsidy by
getting in touch with AI Inseminators

Pictured are photos of
calves delivered through
the County subsidised AI
services where farmers pay
Ksh 200 for ordinary semen
down from Ksh 2,000 and
Ksh 500 for sexed semen
down from Ksh 6,000.
Farmers are encouraged to
take advantage of the cheap
subsidies to improve their
livestock breeds.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

Subsidised
Item
1.
2.

Sexed
semen

Ordinary
semen

Farmers
County’s
No. of calves
Contribution Contribution achieved so
(Kshs)
(Kshs)
far

500

5000

281 Females

200

1800

128 Males
409 Calves

AI Inseminators & their Contacts
WARD

CONTACTS

Kaptarakwa

0720411221

Kabiemit

0721582418

Chebororwa

0724570135

Moiben Kuserwo
Chepkorio

Kapcherop/Sengwer
near them.
“We would like to encourage all dairy
farmers to take advantage of this initiative
by our Governor to improve our breeds
and increase milk and meat production
in our County. This will ultimately lead
to increased household incomes for our
people,” he said.

Total

Soy South
Soy North

0721530537
0724736319
0721282139/0738364507
0720427134
0727127188

Metkei

0721610067

Kapchemutwa/Emsoo

0720567252

Kamariny/Tambach
Lelan/Kapyego

Sambirir/Embobut

0724277872/0733277872
0729218320

0704455576/0739770567
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County livestock
breed exchange
programme a
growing success

A

By VINCENT BARTOO

part from dairy, the County
Government
is
also
offering subsidies aimed at
improving bull, goat and sheep breeds
in Elgeyo Marakwet.
Farmers trade in their traditional
breeds for Galla Buck high breed
goats and Pedigree Wool Ram sheep
that are high yielding and fetch good
money in terms of milk, meat and
wool.
“As for the Galla Buck Goat, a
farmer brings in one local buck which
averagely costs sh 4,000, in exchange
for the galla buck which the County
buys at sh 10,000,” explains CEC
Yatich.
Further, farmers exchange two
local rams also going for about sh
7,000 each and receive one pedigree
wool ram bought by the County at sh
25,000.
The County also buys Sahiwal
bulls costing sh 35,000 and gives to
farmers in exchange for local bulls
that would otherwise go for between
sh 15,000 to sh 20,000.
“The Sahiwal bulls are good for
meat and fetch good prices when sold
at maturity. A farmer can sell a mature
Sahiwal bull for over sh 60,000 and
it proves that it is a viable income
generating venture,” added the CEC.
The County has also assisted
farmers acquire improved poultry in
addition to the ‘Buy one Get one free’

PHOTO |
EMMANUEL TALEL

seedlings has spread throughout the
County as is evidenced in the table
below.
“We continue to see growing
interest by our farmers in the uptake
of the seedlings subsidy and the
figures attest to this. If this continues,
we shall be able to realize a County
that is not only self reliant on food,
but a County that will fully embrace
agribusiness,” said Yatich.
Vaccinations
In a bid to keep the County free
of livestock diseases, the County
Government has since rehabilitated
80 dips across the County to full
operational status and providing
acaricides. Some underwent minor
and major renovations.
Four new dips have strategically
been constructed in the four sub
counties, two have been completed
while the other two are ongoing.
The dips have been constructed
in Kapyego in Kapyego Ward
(Ongoing), Kibomet in Metkei Ward
(Completed), Lemeiywo in Embobut
Ward (Ongoing) and Kapsoiyo in
Kapchemutwa Ward (Completed).
The
County
Government
introduced a cost sharing programme
between it and farmers in livestock
vaccinations. Vaccinations have been
carried out against Foot and Mouth
Disease (FMD), Black Quarter,
Contagious Caprine PluroPneumonia,
Rabies and Pest des Petis Ruminants.

LIVESTOCK BREED
EXCHANGE
Farmer’s exchange two
local rams going for
about sh 7,000 each and
receive one pedigree
wool ram bought by the
County at sh 25,000.
One local buck which
averagely costs sh 4,000,
in exchange for the galla
buck which the County
buys at sh 10,000.

Some of the rams bought by the County for the pedigree exchange program
PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL

County staff
and Marakwet
West MP
William Kisang
during one of
the pedigree
ram exchange
exercise
program for
two local grade
rams.

County buys Sahiwal
bulls costing sh 35,000
and gives to farmers in
exchange for local bulls
that would otherwise go
for between sh 15,000 to
sh 20,000. At maturity
the bull costs sh 60,000

AGRICULTURE OFFICERS & THEIR CONTACTS
Title
Office Unit
Mobile Number
Countywide
0721360154
Chief Officer
County
Directors

Agriculture
Livestock
Veterinary
Agriculture
Livestock
Veterinary

Sub County
Heads

Agriculture
Livestock
Veterinary

0721369124
0700233129
0721758768

Keiyo North

0720672851
0723797033
0722991672

Keiyo South

0726411258
0723144573
0722264303

Marakwet West

Agriculture
Livestock
Veterinary

0726102197
0720309542
0737339117

Agriculture
Livestock
Veterinary

0707996379
0726327768
0725667283

Marakwet East
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Sh 10m Iten Street
Lighting, a project of
the County, launched

I

By VINCENT BARTOO

“

The County
engaged
Kenya Power
Company to do
the designs for
the town and
also connect
them to power
contrary to
claims that the
street lighting
was a World
Bank project.
~Tolgos

ten town has now been
positioned for a 24 hour
economy following the
launch of a street lighting project
that cost the County Government
sh 10 million under the
department Incharge of Energy.
This is part of the grand plans
by the County government to
light up major towns and make
them attractive for business
investment and development
partnerships.
Next in line after Iten for
the street lighting project is
Kapsowar before spreading to
other major urban centres in the
County. This will supplement
already
implemented
solar
power lighting projects by the
County government across the
wards.
Presiding over the launch
at Iten town on October 5th,
Governor Alex Tolgos said
the first phase covering Iten
town had been completed and
the second phase was set to
commence.

“The second phase will
connect street lighting from
the Police station, View point,
Hospital to Mindililwo,” said the
Governor.
Tolgos said the County
engaged Kenya Power Company
to do the designs for the town
and also connect them to power
contrary to claims that the street
lighting was a World Bank
project.
“This project was solely funded
by the County Government. We
have great plans for this County
and this is one of them being
realised,” said the Governor.
The Chief Guest during the
launch was Kenya Power CEO
Dr Ben Chumo who lauded the
move by the County to light up
its towns an urban centres to
attract investments.
“This will surely lead to
increased economic activities
within the county which will
translate into improved living
standards for the people of
Elgeyo Marakwet,” said Dr
Chumo.
The Governor urged the

H.E Governor Alex Tolgos
officially switches on the Iten
Street Lights at Iten town.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

H.E Governor
Alex Tolgos
(Right)
congratulates
Dr Chumo after
officiating the
opening of the
Kenya Power
office in Iten
town.
(BELOW
RIGHT): Iten
Street Lights

PHOTOS
|
EMMANUEL TALEL

>>2nd Phase of Street Lighting will connect street lighting from
the Police station, View point, Hospital to Mindililwo
>> The new Kenya Power office in Iten to bring services closer
to local residents who had to travel all the way to Eldoret to be
served from as far as Tot in Marakwet

“

This will surely
lead to increased
economic
activities within
the county which
will translate into
improved living
standards for the
people of Elgeyo
Marakwet.
~Dr. Chumo

Kenya power staff fix street lights at Iten town.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

business community in Iten town to take
advantage of the street lights to extend their
operating hours and make more money.
“There was a time that you would come
to Iten CBD at around 8 O’clock and you
find shops and hotels closed. This must now
change. As the County pays the bills for these
street lights, businessmen should do more
business so that this project is not a waste on
taxpayers money,” he said.
During his visit to Iten, Dr Chumo also
presided over the opening of the new Kenya
Power office in Iten town saying it would

bring services closer to local residents.
“Your Governor told us of the long distances
people from as far as Tot in Marakwet travel to
seek our services in Eldoret town and we made
a decision to cut these distances by opening an
office in Iten,” he said.
Tolgos thanked the company for responding
to pleas by the County Government saying
since the company landed in Elgeyo
Marakwet, even residents living in grass
thatched houses had also benefitted from
electricity connections.
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Thursdays power blackouts in the
County will be a thing of the past
T

By VINCENT BARTOO

he perennial problem of blackouts
in most parts of the Elgeyo
Marakwet on Thursdays will now
come to an end due to an ongoing upgrading
and establishment of power substations in
the County.
The County Government in partnership
with Kenya Power has upgraded the
Kamariny power substation from 2.5 mva to
7.5 mva to ensure steady and quality power
to Iten town and its environs such as Anin.
The programme, dubbed EMC Boresha
Umeme, cost sh 175 million and will go a
long way in providing reliable electricity
supply to Elgeyo Marakwet residents.
A new substation was further constructed
at Cheptongei that has six new electricity
feedouts supplying power to Kimnai,
Chogoo, Kapsowar, Chesongoch and Arror.

“

When I went to
Kenya Power
offices to plead
our case, I did
not know they
would respond
in a big way. This
will surely enable
us realise our
CIDP plans for
power as soon as
expected
~Kibosia

CEC Incharge of Trade and Energy, Anne Kibosia, addresses the public during the launch of Cheptongei power
sub-station power plant. PHOTO | EMMANUEL TALEL

CEC Incharge of Trade and Energy,
Anne Kibosia, thanked Kenya Power
for moving with speed and deploying a
large team of employees to implement
the project.
“When I went to Kenya Power
offices to plead our case, I did not know
they would respond in a big way. This
will surely enable us realise our CIDP
plans for power as soon as expected,”
said the CEC.
The Kenya Power CEO said the
company deployed 10 teams from the
North Rift comprising 200 employees
and 15 contracted firms that were
engaged for Elgeyo Marakwet.
“We met with your Governor and
MPs and they really pleaded the case

for this area. I must say your County
has a dynamic leadership and alot of
economic potential and that is why we
had to come in to help facilitate your
growth,” said Dr Chumo.
He added that the company had
also refurbished the existing power
distribution network in Elgeyo
Marakwet by replacing 400 rotten
wooden poles with concrete poles.
“We further reinforced existing
distribution transformers by creating 10
new ones and maintaining 15 existing
secondary substations,” said the MD.
Dr Chumo said in the ongoing
Boresha Upgrade, the company also
intended to connect 500 new customers.

“

We further
reinforced existing
distribution
transformers
by creating 10
new ones and
maintaining 15
existing secondary
substations

~Chumo

EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF
POWER UPGRADE
• Stable, reliable and
quality electricity supply.
Residents will experience
less or no power outages.
• Increased economic
activities within the
County that will translate
into improved living
standards for residents.
• Improved security
within the County due to
installation of street lights
• Attraction of investors into
the County.

Governor Alex Tolgos (left) and Kenya Power MD, DR Ben Chumo (Center) tour
the Cheptongei Sub-station during its launch . PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL
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Expansion of
proper County road
networks gathers
steam

T

By VINCENT BARTOO

he County Government has
started laying future plans to
carry out road works inhouse
to ensure quality is achieved in road
construction and repairs.
This will also minimize cases of
shoddy work normally associated with
contractors but blamed on the county
department of Roads, Transport and
Infrastructure.
The CEC Incharge of the Department,
Mr Morris Rotich, said the County
Government had done some roads in the
County Inhouse with remarkable success.
“The future is inhouse road works
where we deploy our machinery and
workforce to do the roads. It will not only
be cheaper but it will also ensure quality
of our roads,” he said.

Rotich said the county government
had acquired 5 tippers, 1 excavator,
one grader, 2 rollers and 2 backhoes in
addition to existing 2 graders, 2 tippers
and one roller inherited from transitional
authority.
“These equipment are greatly assisting
us do some roads while others are done
by contractors. Where our equipment
have done the roads, we have received
very good feedback from wananchi,” he
added.
The CEC said the County would in
the coming years purchase additional
equipment towards realizing inhouse
road works.
Rotich asked contractors not to view
the county government as cash cows and
thus resort to doing shoddy work and
then demanding payment.
“We should change our attitudes and

ROAD GRADING: One of the county grader at work under the ‘road works inhouse’
initiative to cut on costs and ensure quality to wananchi. PHOTO | `VINCENT BARTOO

“

These
equipment
are greatly
assisting
us do some
roads while
others are
done by
contractors.
Where our
equipment
have done
the roads,
we have
received
very good
feedback
from
wananchi.
~Morris
Rotich
(CEC
Incharge of
Roads)

view county governments as partners
in the development of this country. We
want them to build their reputations
with quality work otherwise they will be
swept away when counties decide to go
the inhouse way,” he said.
New roads opened
The department opened new roads as
per the wishes of locals that spans 45km.
This will continue until all wards with
the need for access roads are reached.
Some of the newly opened roads include:
1. Kureswo-hotsprings (10km)- Soy
South ward
2. Kibigos-kipkundu l(11km)-Lelan
ward
3. Taaiya-kiptengwer (5km)-Metkei
ward/Kabiemit road.
4. Maina-chemworor (6km)Sambirir ward
5. Sangach-Kerio (10km)- Endo
ward
6. Ongoing Kondabilet mindililwoNerkwo(6km)- Cherangani
chebororwo/moiben kureswo
wards
Maintained/Gravelled roads
The county government also carried
out routine maintenance and gravelling
of roads measuring 344.3Km in all sub
counties to ensure that they are passable
throughout the year in all weather. They
are:
1.
2.

Chesoi-Arror river road-Sambirir
ward.
Kipnai-Segut road- Kapyego
ward

3.

Chebulbai-Kondbilet roadCherangani/chebororwo ward
4. Kapsowar-Sangurur roadKapsowar ward
5. Katee-Matira road-Kapsowar /
Moiben kuserwo ward
6. Iten –kapkesum road- Kamariny
7. Belgut –Kameza road-kamariny
8. Nyawa-Kabore road- Tambach
ward.
9. Koisoen –Simit- Muskut roadSoy north / Chepkorio wards
10. Towns such as Iten, Kamwosor,
Kapcherop, Kapyego
Bridges, Culverts and Footbridges
Three bridges were also constructed
namely; Kaptaragon Bridge in Emsoo
ward, Chemuiywa Bridge (Soy South
ward), Kararia Bridge (Kapyego ward).
The department also prioritized the
construction of culverts by doing 510m
on above gravelled and new roads. This
ensures the roads are well drained during
seasons of rains.
Four foot bridges were also constructed
to ease the burden of locals who have
to cross rivers to access other areas.
The bridges done include Kerewawa
footbridge in Embobut ward, Kapsiren
footbridge (Endo ward), Chemoibon
footbridge (Soy South ward) and Kapterit
footbridge (Sengwer ward).
Ksh 188 million for ward projects
Following the enactment of the
Equitable Development Act (EDA), the
financial year 2015/16 budget for roads
which is sh 188 million will be shared out
with each ward getting Ksh 188 million.
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Tambach township gets facelift
as County re-carpets road
I

By OLIVER KIPLIMO

t was song and dance in Tambach when
Governor Alex Tolgos presided over the
launch of the newly re-carpeted tarmac
road done by the County Government.
The road, that passes through Tambach
township, was in a pathetic state before the
County Government moved in and procured
the services of Asis Contractors to redo the
road in the township.
Tambach, which has a rich history, is also
set to host the first ever County University and
therefore the new road will greatly boost the
status of the township as leaders work to make
the university a reality.
The road was recarpeted from the junction
leading to Tambach High School to the
Tambach Teachers College junction and will
only be utilized by light vehicles with heavy
trucks prohibited from using it.

The Governor caused laughter during the
launch when he recalled how wananchi from
Tambach had called on him protesting and
threatened to plant bananas on the road since
it had many potholes.
“When your complaints reached me, we
agreed that we will not allow you to plant the
bananas and we had to address this pressing
problem because bananas belong to the farm
and not on the road,” he said.
Also present during the function was
Deputy Governor Gabriel Lagat, Area MCA
Vincent Keittany and CECs Morris Rotich
(Roads) and Dr Stella Rono (Education) and
Asis Contractor Titus Komen among other
leaders.
“You are a County Government that truly
listens to its people and acts on their problems.
We have nothing but gratitude to give to you for
this gesture. Due to this, the glory of Tambach
is being restored,” said Regina Cherop.
Governor Alex Tolgos and Tambach MCA, Vincent Keitany, join area residents in song and
Locals further heaped praise at Asis
dance after they presided over the launch of the newly- recarpeted Tambach township road.
Contractors saying the company had done a
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL
sterling job within a very short time adding
that the quality of the road was up to standard.
“He even came and employed our people
You are
to help do the job. Bwana Governor, we want
the county government to be engaging such
a County
contractors,” said Mr Wilson Omonei.
Government
Apart from the road, the County
that truly
government, has also rehabilitated key
listens to its
amenities in Tambach township including the
local Tambach health centre, equipping it with
people and
drugs and other medical supplies in addition to
acts on their
building a brand new kitchen for the facility.
problems. We
The Governor further disclosed that the
have nothing
county government planned to transform
Tambach into a tourist attraction town due to
but gratitude
its rich history adding the County would build
to give to you
a museum in the town.
for this gesture.
“We have grand plans for this township
and once we have succeeded in bringing the
Due to this,
University here, then the other plans will roll
the glory of
out,” said Tolgos.

Tambach is
being restored

-Regina

Cherop
(Resident)
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County equips Chepkorio,
Kapcherop,Tot ICT centres

E

By G.K KIMAIYO

lgeyo
Marakwet
County
Government
dispatched Information
and Communication Technology
(ICT) equipment to the ICT
centers that have been established
within the county.
The county has so far
established four ICT centers
namely Chepkorio in Keiyo
South, Kapsowar and Kapcherop
in Marakwet West and Tot
in Marakwet East. Plans are
underway to establish the main
ICT center at Iten, Keiyo North.
The Deputy Governor Dr.
Gabriel Lagat while flagging
of the equipment said the ICT
equipment will be a key resource
in addressing local information
challenges.
“It will not only aid in internet
connection, but also bridge the
global information divide across
the County,” he said.
The CEC ICT and Public
Service, Stephen Biwott said the
centers will also act as one-stop
service point for obtaining county
information and further act as
incubation centres for county
residents who are technology
savvy.
“In other words what we are
saying is we want our people
especially our youth who are tech
savvy to come to the ICT centres
and innovate while learning from
what has been done elsewhere in
the world,” said the CEC.

Chief Officer Mr. Titus Ayabei
said in order to facilitate a
conducive working environment
for staff, the ICT centers offices
are currently networked.
“This thus allows internet
access and adoption of IP
telephony voice connectivity
ensuring easy, cheaper and faster
communication between the
offices,” he added.
According to the Director
ICT, Mr. George Kimaiyo, the
ICT centers have an operational
computer network and Internet
services that are meant to provide
high quality and cost effective
video, voice and data content.
“This will enable the public
to access jobs online, submit
tender
applications,
access
public information including
advertisements and other online
applications,” he explained.
The Deputy Governor and
other county leaders flagged off of
the ICT equipment which include
computers, telephones, scanners,
photocopiers, power supply units,
TVs, Projectors and furniture to
various ICT centers.
Endo Ward MCA Hon. Festus
Kirop whose ward is one of the
beneficiaries of the inaugural ICT
centers at Tot lauded the county
government efforts of bringing
services closer to the people.
“The ICT centers will allow
people from remote, far-flung
areas such as Tot to access
services without having to travel
long distances,” he said.

Deputy Governor
Gabriel Lagat flags
off some of the ICT
equipment distrubeted
to various ICT centres
established within the
County.
Besides:
The ICT centers
already in place within
the Sub-Counties:
Chepkorio in Keiyo
South, Kapsowar
and Kapcherop in
Marakwet West and
Tot in Marakwet East.
.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL
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ICT road map: County develops ICT
strategy with help from World Bank

T

By GEORGE KIMAIYO

he County Government of Elgeyo
Marakwet in recognition of the crucial
role of ICT in service delivery has
partnered with the Kenya ICT Authority and the
World Bank to establish an ICT Roadmap.
This is a joint venture to develop a strategic
direction, based on a set of action plans and
implementation framework to guide and manage
investment in the ICT portfolio in the County for
the next five years.
The roadmap outlines critical interventions
areas for ICT as an enabler in allowing
government improve service delivery, reduce the
cost of service delivery and increase the reach of
Government services.
It aims to provide a guide as to how the
county designs its services and structures to
deliver positive outcomes for its customers being
citizens, County staff, business community and {H.E. Governor Alex Tolgos receives a copy of the draft ICT roadmap from the World Bank
other stakeholders.
Consultant. Looking on is Public Service Board Chairman Gideon Kipyakwai, CEC Hon.
Stephen Biwott and ICT Director George Kimaiyo}.

TECHNOLOGY: Safaricom under the 47 in 1 is
trying to take ICT to rural communities country
wide, which are not technologically equipped
By LINUS SIELE

M

obile service provider
has
supplemented
County
efforts
of supplying ICT to learning
institutions by constructing a
computer lab at Anin primary
school in Tambach Ward.
The school was officially handed
an equipped computer lab worth
Ksh 1.6 million under Safaricom’s
47 in 1 project. Under the initiative,
Safaricom intends to take ICT to
rural communities countrywide,
that are not technologically
equipped.
Safaricom has identified one
school in each county that will

benefit from the programme and
they will share with the community
at large so as to own the project by
imparting basic ICT skills to the
teachers to enable them run the
project.
The launch of the lab by
Safaricom’s Director of Technology,
Mr. Thibaud Rerolle, who said
Anin was the second beneficiary
in Kenya under the 47 in 1 project
after the first lab was launched in
Kiambu County.
It will be noted that Kiambu
County Government page is the
most popular in the Country after
the Presidency and followed by
Elgeyo Marakwet at number three.
“The first lab was launched in

The strategy focuses on five key ICT areas:
1. ICT infrastructure development: Last mile
network connection of the National Fiber
Optic Cable (NOFBI) for local and wide area
network connectivity and digitization of office
operations.
2. Service Delivery Mechanisms: Implementation
of core eCitizen services in Health, Human
Resource, Asset management and Geographical
Information Systems amongst others in line
with our County Integrated Development Plan
(CIDP).
3. ICT Policy and Regulation: Development of a
Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity Plan,
Information Security Policy, ICT literacy and
Acceptable Use Policy.
4. Staff Training: Increasing ICT literacy amongst
staff to enable them effectively use proposed
systems.
5. ICT Monitoring and Evaluation- to enable
government measure and benchmark its ICT
efforts.

PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

Safaricom launches it’s
47 in 1 computer lab
in Elgeyo Marakwet
Top: The Anin
Primary School
computer lab built
under the 47 in 1
project
Besides: Governor
Alex Tolgos assists
a pupil during the
launch of the lab.
PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL

Bottom Left: Thibaud Rerolle, Safaricom’s Director of Technology
(centre) poses for a group photo with the County team and the pupils.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

Kiambu County earlier in September
this year, you are the second,” Said
Thibaud.
The Anin computer lab is equipped
with 11 brand new computers
powered by solar energy. The
computers are networked and run on
free software, which are child friendly
e-learning applications so as to ensure
minimal cost on maintenance by the
host school.

“We are looking to ensure this
project is sustainable as much as
possible,” said Thibaud.
Present during the launch were
Governor Alex Tolgos, his deputy,
Gabriel Lagat and a team of County
Executives including Dr. Stella Rono
(Education), Stephen Biwott (ICT),
Morris Rotich (Roads), and Simeon
Kiplagat (Environment).

Tolgos urged the pupils present to
learn how to use the computers and
impart the knowledge on to fellow
students to ensure they become
techno savvy in this ICT driven
generation.
The Sh85 million 47 in 1 project
is a corporate social responsibility
investment by Safaricom’s staff, which
involves building a computer lab in
one public school per county.
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County staff sign performance
contracts to up efficiency
T

By PATRICK MAIYO

he main objective of the County
Public Service is to effectively
support the County Government to
lead and propel the county to greater heights of
economic growth and prosperity.
The county public servants will be guided
and inspired by a shared vision that the County
Public Service will be an efficiently performing
institution; committed to serving the Public
with integrity and utmost courtesy and giving
value to the tax payers’ money.
An efficient ElgeyoMarakwet County
public service requires a high degree of
professionalism, continuous capacity building,
competitive remuneration and aconducive
working environment. Recruitment, selection,
deployment, development and promotions
must be based on meritocracy, in addition
to re-directing budgetary resources towards
improved staff performance.
Human Resources Management (HRM)
focuses on several main areas, which include;
Performance Management
The County Government has designed a

performance management plan that seeks to
evaluate performance of the county public
service and the implementation of county
policies as is provided for in Section 47 of
the County Government Act.
Performance Contracting is a
negotiated process in which Departments
set their performance targets based on
their mandates, functions and strategic
objectives. The Department of ICT & Public
Service Management issues guidelines to
guide departments in implementation of
performance contracts.
In line with this, departments signed
performance contracts during the 2014/15
PC cycle and we are currently developing
individual and Departmental work plans as
a build up to 2015/16 PC cycle.
Training and Development
The County Government’s policy on
training is to ensure continuous upgrading
of Public Servants’ core competencies,
knowledge, skills and attitudes including
their ability to assimilate technology to
enable them create and seize opportunities
for social advancement, economic growth
and individual fulfillment.

CEC in-charge of Education, Dr Stella Rono
reads out some of the articles contained in the
contract.PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

Helping new employees
develop skills needed for
their jobs and helping current
employees grow their skills are
also tasks for which the HRM
department is responsible.
Determination of training
needs and development and
implementation of training
programs are important tasks in
any organization.
In an attempt to address
training issues, the County
Government in collaboration
with the Kenya School of
Government Baringo, carried
out Training Needs Assessment.
This involved, determining
what training is relevant to the
employees, whether training
will improve performance
and if the training will make a
difference.
The
assessment
recommended both training and
non-training interventions in
addressing the gaps identified
for effective service delivery.
The recommendations are being
addressed by the respective
departments.

Development of Human
Resources Policy&
Procedures Manuals

The directorate of Human
Resources Management has
embarked on a process of
developing county Human
Resources Policy & Procedures
manual. The Human Resource

Propeling the County
to greater heights of
economic growth and
prosperity
Policies and Procedures Manual provide guidelines
in the management and development of human
resource capacity towards the achievement of various
County Government goals and objectives.
The Manual incorporates provisions of the
Constitution, Labour Laws and other Legislation that
govern various aspects of industrial relations in the
Public Service. The Manual is also anchored on other
policies and guidelines governing the management
of the Public Service. It provides the basis for human
resource policies and regulations in the wider Public
Service.
The HR Policies and Procedures Manual will
contribute towards attracting, recruiting, and
retaining a competitive and efficient work force.
The manual is intended to inform staff and offer
guidance on how to handle a variety of matters
affecting employees’ day-to-day operations at work.
It is expected that with the manual in place, many
routine decisions and transactions will proceed with
minimal encumbrances.

Role of the County Human Resources
Management & Advisory Committee

The County Human Resources Management&
Advisory Committee was established on 12th
September 2014 to help in handling Human

Director Human Resource, Patrick Mtaiyo (left)
guides the Governor Alex Tolgos (right) to append
his signature on the performance contract.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

Resources issues from across all departments. The
committee is comprised of the County Secretary/
Head of County Civil Service as the chairman, all
Chief Officers as members and Director of Human
Resources as the Secretary.
Some of the roles of the committee include;
processing of promotions & re-designations, dealing
with disciplinary issues, interdepartmental transfers
and staff welfare. The committee has managed to
process promotions for staff in the department of
Health and is currently in dealing with promotions
in other departments which include Agriculture,
Livestock & Fisheries, Youth & Sports, Trade &
Tourism, Water Environment & Natural Resources
and Finance & Economic Planning.
To effectively deal with the issues of promotions,
the County Human Resources office managed to
collect a total of 874 files from different ministries
for staff performing devolved functions.
In general the department of Human Resources
Management works towards ensuring that while
employees discharge their duties, they are guided
by national values and principles of governance and
values and principles of public service.
It is also working towards addressing skills gaps
in departments, ensure employees fit into respective
scheme of service, take care of employee preferred
projection of training, Improve staff control, address
additional skills aspirations andaddress gaps in
gender distribution where we have less women at
supervisory level.
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World Bank:
Elgeyo Marakwet
is second fastest
growing County
in Kenya
Report
shows that
we in Elgeyo
Marakwet
have great
potential and I
wish to thank
our people
for embracing
development
to better their
lives which is
evidenced by
the growth in
our GDP

-Governor
Tolgos

T

Besides:
The report
titled
‘Bright
Lights,
Big Cities;
Measuring
National and
Subnational
Economic
Growth in
Africa from
Outer Space,
with an
Application
to Kenya and
Rwanda.’

By VINCENT BARTOO

he World Bank has rated
Elgeyo Marakwet County as
the second fastest growing
County in Kenya after Siaya County.
In the report, released in October
this year, the World Bank said Elgeyo
Marakwet recorded growth in Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) of 8.8 percent
per annum. Siaya recorded 10 percent
with Tharaka Nithi coming in at number
three with 8.6 percent.
The report is titled Bright Lights,
Big Cities; Measuring National and
Subnational Economic Growth in
Africa from Outer Space, with an
Application to Kenya and Rwanda.
The report said that while these
counties (Siaya, Elgeyo Marakwet and
Tharaka Nithi) are still poor compared
to the national average, they had grown
strongly.

“At the other end, Bomet grew
slowest of all counties (1.2 percent
per annum), followed by Kericho (2.4)
and Marsabit (2.9). Nairobi County
grew at an estimated 4.1 percent and
Mombasa at 3.8 percent. Nakuru and
Kisumu grew at 5.1 and 4.4 percent
respectively,” noted the report.
Governor Alex Tolgos welcomed
findings in the report saying it had
proved that Elgeyo Marakwet people
were highly industrious and were
working hard to uplift their economic
status.
“It goes to show that we in Elgeyo
Marakwet have great potential and I
wish to thank our people for embracing
development to better their lives which
is evidenced by the growth in our
GDP,” he said.

While these
counties
(Siaya, Elgeyo
Marakwet and
Tharaka Nithi)
are still poor
compared to
the national
average, they
had grown
strongly.

PHOTO |
LINUS SIELE

The report further castigates the
formula used by the Commission on
Revenue Allocation (CRA) to disburse
funds to the counties, particularly poor
counties but with potential.
“At present, the formula ignores the
very different fiscal capacity between
counties, particularly those in rural and
urban areas,” the report states.
World Bank said there was need by
authorities to ponder whether to include
a measure of revenue raising capacity
of the counties in the formula so as to
achieve more effective equalization.
“To generate the right incentives for
maximum fiscal effort by the county
governments, such a component in the
formula should be based on an objective
measure of each county’s potential to
raise revenue, not how much is actually
raised,” the reports suggests.
It added: “In the absence of detailed
information on the size of the tax base
in each county, one approach might be
to use county GDP as a proxy measure”.
Elgeyo Marakwet is among the
counties receiving the lowest allocation
from the national treasury currently
standing at sh 3.2 billion and at third
last among the 47 counties.
Governor Tolgos said he was
happy the World Bank had noted
the unfair allocation of the country’s

revenue and said the matter is of great
concern to Elgeyo Marakwet and other
disadvantaged counties.
“We are among the counties that
receive the lowest revenue allocation
by CRA using its set parameters which
we have always opposed and voiced
our disatisfaction to the Commission,”
he said.
Tolgos said he was pleased that
CRA has finally heard their complaints
and admitted that the parameters it
uses in the current formula actually
discriminates on counties like Elgeyo
Marakwet which has great potential to
contribute to Kenya’s overall GDP.
“We are glad that CRA and the
Senate are now working on a second
generation formula for sharing revenue
with the counties. We appeal to Senate
and the CRA to critically relook
the current formula and address the
inherent injustices in revenue sharing,”
said the Governor.
He added: “Let the new formula
go beyond population, poverty index,
land area, basic equal share and fiscal
responsibility. It is high time the
formula considered individual counties’
potential contribution to overall national
development among other factors”.
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County woos investors and
partners at donor roundtable
Elgeyo Marakwet set to benefit from
a sh 200 million World Bank Grant

E

By VINCENT BARTOO

lgeyo Marakwet County is
among four counties being
considered to benefit from a
sh 200 million governance grant from
the World Bank.
This was disclosed by the Bank’s
Social Development Specialist Chris
Finch who said the four counties
demonstrated
good
governance
practices that even informed the
framework of the grant.
He said the grants under the
bank’s Kenya Devolution Design
Programme, would mainly support

counties improve its investor
friendliness environments.
Finch said the grant would assist
the counties improve financial
management,
human
resource,
enhance public participation and
improve
planning,
monitoring
and evaluation of projects and
programmes in the counties.
He was speaking in October at the
Intercontinental Hotel during a donor
and investor roundtable organized by
the county government with various
development partners.
Elgeyo Marakwet County team
was led by Governor Alex Tolgos
Governor Alex Tolgos (left) chats with World Bank’s Social Development Specialist Chris Finch. Far right, Tolgos
addresses investors at the donor and investor roundtable organized by the County Government at Intercontinental
Hotel in Nairobi PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

Above some of the
County partners
and guests from
World Bank during
the investement
discussion session
at thedonor and
investor roundtable
organized by the
County Government
at Intercontinental
Hotel in Nairobi.
PHOTOS | TALEL

and Senator Kipchumba Murkomen,
Deputy Governor Gabriel Lagat,
Speaker Albert Kochei and MPs
James Murgor, Jackson Kiptanui,
William Kisang, Dr Susan Chebet.
MP Kangogo Bowen (Marakwet East)
was away on parliamentary duties and
sent an apology.
“Iam happy to report that Elgeyo
Marakwet and the other three counties
played a major role in contributing to
the working structure of this grant,”
said Finch.
The roundtable was also attended
by representatives of USAID, Trade
Mark East Africa, FAO, GIZ, World
Vision among others who promised
support for the County.
Finch said the bank had visited four
counties including Elgeyo Marakwet
County, that were doing well in
county management to blend the
already existing best practices with
the grant guidelines.
Chief Guest during the roundtable
was Treasury Cabinet Secretary
Henry Rotich who lauded the World
Bank support to the counties.
He said the assistance provided the
counties with better opportunities to
design better governance structures
that would spur development at the
grassroots.
The roundtable meeting was also
attended by County Professionals
including Uchumi CEO Dr Julius
Kipngetich, County Chairperson
Professor Margaret Kamar, Trade
Mark East Africa Country Director
Dr Chris Kiptoo, Chairperson FGM
Board, Mrs Linah Kilimo and her
husband Engineer Philemon Kilimo.
Others were Chairman Water

Governor Tolgos gifts Cabinet Secretary Henry Rotich one of the County
partners who attended the donor and investor roundtable organized by the
County Government at Intercontinental Hotel in Nairobi. PHOTOS | TALEL

Services Board John Kangogo,
Chairman
Postal
Corporation
Board Engineer Sammy Tangus and
Standard Group Chief Editor John
Bundotich among many others.
Governor Tolgos welcomed the
World Bank support noting it was the
reason the County was holding the
roundtable to seek funds to bridge its
development gaps.
“My County is one of those receiving
among the lowest allocations by the
national treasury despite the huge
development expectations,” he said.
Tolgos noted that the County
received sh 3.2 billion in the 2015/16
financial year yet its development
demands require atleast 7.6 billion
annually.
“We cannot even afford to host an
international investment conference
on our own as it would eat into our

small allocation that is why we
resorted to this donor and investor
roundtable,” he said.
Senator Murkomen faulted the
Commission for Revenue Allocation
(CRA) formula of allocating monies
to the counties.
“I will repeat here that the formula
is simplistic and unfair to counties
like Elgeyo Marakwet that has great
potential but is placed third last in
allocation,” he said.
Murkomen warned that a new
formula being worked on by
CRA should attach more focus on
development.
“You should allocate money on
development on individual county’s
unique economic ability to contribute
to the national development agenda,”
he told CRA Commissioner Amina
Ahmed who was also present.
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County annual revenue jumps
from ksh 75 million to 128 million
COUNTY FINANCIAL STATUS
CRA ALLOCATION

LOCAL REVENUE COLLECTION

TOTAL BUDGET BETWEEN 2013/14 AND 2015/16

T

“

I am pleased
to note that
the robust
strategies
we are
implementing
as a County
Government
are paying
off given the
increase in
revenue. These
funds will help
develop our
County further.
~Chelimo

By NELSON KIMELI

he County revenue recorded marked
improvement by increasing from sh 75 million
realized in the financial year 2013/14 to sh 128
million in 2014/15 June.
This follows strict implementation of revenue payment
that has sealed loopholes that previously existed. Those
harvesting natural resources from the County have also
been made to pay cess through erection of barriers in
major roads leading in and out of the County.
“I am pleased to note that the robust strategies we
are implementing as a County Government are paying
off given the increase in revenue. These funds will help
develop our County further,” said CEC Incharge of
Finance Shadrack Chelimo.
The CEC said that the County is targeting sh 150
million in the financial year 2015/16 through other
strategies being employed including a cashless mode of
transacting County Government business.
He outlined several successes of the department,
challenges and opportunities for further growth.
“We have rolled up our sleeves. We are seeking support
from various quarters to ensure that we better manage
our resources and create avenues for more revenue
growth. This includes creating a conducive environment
for private sector growth,” said Chelimo.
Successes
• Developed the County Integrated Development
Plan (CIDP) in an inclusive and participatory
process
• Enactment of the county Public Participation
Act, 2014 laid a platform for an all inclusive and
participatory process which enhances participatory
budgeting to ward level.
• Allocation of funds using the EDA to all wards, to
facilitate equity in budget allocations.
• Complied with statutory development budget
requirement. - 2015/16 development budget is
31.25% which is over the legally required threshold
of 30%.
• Complied with statutory timelines for:
1. Annual Development Plans,
2. County Budget Review and Outlook Paper
(CBROP)

3. County Finance Act,
4. County Fiscal Strategy Paper (CFSP)

•

• Formation of County Budget and Economic Forum
(CBEF).
• Advanced stages of M&E policy and framework.
• Local revenue enhanced from Kshs 75m to Kshs
128m in 2013/14 and 2014/15 respectively through:
- Increase in construction of 21 revenue barriers.
- Training of Staff.

•

• Automation :
- Implemented the automated financial processes
including IFMIS and GPAY.
- E-procurement implementated to enhance
transparency and accountability of funds.

•

• Establishment of emergency fund.
• Enhanced trade through robust street light
programmes in urban centre to encourage 24 hour
economy. Centres done include: Kamwosor, HZ,
Kapyego, Chebara, Iten, Chepkorio, Kapcherop,
Kapsowar, Tambach, Tot, Kapkayo.
• Enhance governance:
- Internal Audit department operational
- County Audit committee to be operational in 2015/16.

Projects Initiated by the Finance Department
through its Development Allocation
Programme/Project
1. Public toilets
2. Street lighting in Chesoi, HZ, Tot, Kaptarakwa,
Chebara, Kamwosor, Kapkoi, Kapyego, Chepkorio,
Kapateren, Kapkayo,Tambach.
3. Increase number of Revenue barriers
4. 51 Motorbike shades constructed
5. 22 Revenue shelters
6. Develop bus parks in major towns.
7. Increase Revenue Barriers
8. Boda boda shades over 90 units
9. Emergency fund

•

Challenges:

Delay in disbursement of funds by National
treasury.
Low revenue base:
1. Low allocation by CRA at number three
from bottom.
2. Low local revenue base occasioned by
county’s natural resources being under the
national government.
Circulars by national authorizes without
consideration to county budget calendar and
capacities such as the ones for SRC.
Full implementation of E-procurement due to lack
of Infrastructure.

Going Forward:

•

Further development of revenue related
infrastructure to enhance local revenue base:
1. Automation of revenue collections
system.
2. Development of weighbridges necessary
3. Continuously train staff and enhance
supervision.

•

Enhanced governance in financial management
procedures by adherence to financial regulations
and Public Finance Management Act.
Formulating appropriate policies and bills that
will enhance service delivery.
Strengthening of Public Private Partnerships.
Enhancing
collaborations
with
non-state
development actors.
Improved dissemination of policy documents.
Developing strategic plan to guide prudent financial
management and stakeholder engagement
Strengthening of performance measurement
mechanisms.
Staff rationalization in line with CARPS and SRC
process.
Further devolution of county treasuries to the Sub
counties.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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County joins North
Rift Economic Bloc
as first investor
conference is held
together to take advantage of economies of
scale and create a one stop shop for investors
lgeyo Marakwet County has joined willing to invest in the North Rift region.
seven other counties forming the
Following the successful event, a number
North Rift region in launching the of investors pledged to explore the County
North Rift Economic Bloc (NOREB).
and invest and these included the Mombasa
The other counties include Uasin Gishu, based Sun and Sand Hotel whose manager
West Pokot, Turkana, Samburu, Trans toured Rimoi and expressed desire to invest
Nzoia, Nandi and Baringo.
in one of the Eco Lodges.
The first ever NOREB Investment
Other investors expressed willingness to
Conference was successfully held in set up small industries for value addition of
November with our County exhibiting its agricultural produce, key among them being
investment opportunities that included the mango processing for juice.
much touted Cable Car project
The Chief Guests at the investment
that is expected to bring in tourism
conference were the East Africa
Your coming Community
revenue to our County.
(EAC)
Secretary
together
is
Governor Alex Tolgos told
General Richard Sezibera and East
extremely
investors at the conference how
African Affairs Cabinet Secretary
important
viable the project is, giving an
Phyllis Kandie.
example of a trip he made to South because your
Sezibera said the EAC would
Africa’s table mountains where the success is the work closely with the counties
success of the and promote NOREB to ensure its
cable cars are a success.
East African integration into the EAC agenda.
“I went there twice on different
Community.
economic missions and I really
“Your coming together is
wanted to ride in their cable cars. Look to us as extremely important because your
partners in success is the success of the East
But on these two occasions, I failed
your
journey to African Community. Look to us
to get space because they were
prosperity.
fully booked by foreign tourists,”
as partners in your journey to
~Sezibera
he said.
prosperity,” he said.
The Governor further welcomed (Sec. Gen EAC) Mrs Kandie said the NOREB was
investors saying the County
the way to go saying the formation
had immense opportunities waiting to be of the EAC followed the same ideology.
exploited though Public Private Partnerships
“You can go very far together and I wish
(PPPs) and Build, Operate and Transfer to commend the governors of the seven
(BOT) investment avenues.
counties for thinking of this noble idea as
He further cited hospitality opportunities it would greatly supplement what EAC is
such as Eco-Lodges around Rimoi National doing,” she said.
Reserve which is set to be reopened soon
The Cabinet Secretary and the Chairman of
after major refurbishments were made to the the Kenya National Chamber of Commerce
facility.
and Industry, Mr Kiprono Kittony, said it
“We also have a lot of opportunities in the would be very easy to market the region
area of sports given that our county is the abroad than marketing individual counties.
athletics capital of the world. Many foreign
“Now when we go out there to sell our
athletes come here and there is need for country, we shall market NOREB and I can
investment in sports facilities that can be assure you, it is easier to get investors this
used by these sports tourists,” explained way than by everyone of you going separate
Tolgos.
ways to market yourselves,” said Kittony.
The Governor said they decided to come

E

By VINCENT BARTOO

“
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County establishes budget and
economic forum, public appointed

By JOHN MARITIM

ection 137 of the Public
Finance Management Act,
(PFM) Act, 2012 mandates
County Governments to establish
County Budget and Economic Forums
(CBEF).
Pursuant
to
this
provision
therefore, the County Government of
Elgeyo Marakwet has appointed some
members of our county residents to
serve in the CBEF Forum for a period
of three years starting September,
2015.
The appointed members represent
organizations with interests in;
professionals, business, labour issues,
women, persons with disabilities, the
elderly and faith based groups at the
county level. All of the appointed
members are not county public
officers as required by law.
While inaugurating the forum at his
office in Iten, Governor Alex Tolgos
asked the team to discharge their
mandate diligently noting that they
would form a crucial link between the
county government and the general
public.
“You shall particularly come in
handy to help the county government
enhance its public participation
framework particularly on matters

Members of the County Budget and Economic Forum (CBEF) pose for a photo outside the County headquarters with
H.E Governor Alex Tolgos and members of the Executive after their inauguration . PHOTO | LINUS SIELE

of financial management. We will
partner to ensure that financial and
economic management literacy is
imparted to our people,” said Tolgos.
This, he said, would ensure
greater public participation in their
governance by the county government
hence enhancing accountability and
transparency.
Former Finance Assistant Minister
and Marakwet East MP John
Marirmoi was appointed Chairman
of the forum while KNUT Rift Valley
Chairman Barnabas Lagat was picked

The CBEF Secretary and KNUT Rift Valley
Chairman, Barnabas Lagat, receives his
appointment letter from Governor Alex
Tolgos. PHOTO | LINUS SIELE

CBEF Chairman John Marirmoi

as Secretary.
The first task of the team was
participation in the County donor
roundtable
with
donors
and
development partners held in October
in Nairobi.
Roles and Responsibilities
1. Advices the county on financial and
economic management.
2. Provides a platform for public
representation
on
matters
relating to economic planning,
budget processes and financial
management.
3. Assist the county in analyzing and
identifying priorities for budgeting
purposes.
4. Links County Government with the
citizens.
5. Advice on harmonization and
projects implementations.
6. Co-ordinate and collects public
views during budget process.
7. Provide a basis for consultation
by the County Government on the
preparation of• County Integrated Development
Plans
• County Fiscal Strategy Paper
(CIDP)
• County Budget Review and
Outlook Paper (CBROP)
• County Annual Budget Estimates
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Why it is time for Counties
to integrate economically

T

By JOHN MARITIM

he role of regional economic
integration in contributing
to growth and development
across the world is widely recognized
and acknowledged. This is due to
economic integration’s ability to
promote free trade and capitalize
on comparative advantages and
economies
of
scale
amongst
integrating partners.
It is based on these anticipated
economic integration gains and
common challenges that counties in
the North Rift Region of Kenya have
formed an Economic Bloc known as
North Rift Economic Bloc (NOREB).
NOREB member counties include
Baringo, Elgeyo Marakwet, Nandi,
Samburu, Transzoia, Turkana, Uasin
Gishu and West Pokot. Similar
economic integration models have
been adopted by other counties
informed by their proximities,
common challenges and similar
economic potentials.
The enactment of Kenya’s new
Constitution in 2010 created a two
tier governance system; a National
Government
and
47
County
Governments. The functions of
these two levels of governments are
provided for in the Fourth Schedule of
the Constitution.
However, a review of county
governments’ performance in line
with their functions since their coming
to being in March 2013, reveals
interesting facts about the future of
devolution in Kenya with regards to
resource base, capital investments,
tax regimes and infrastructural
developments.
Boasting of a combined population
of about six million, North Rift
counties’ financial resource base is still
heavily dependent on the allocations
by
Commission
on
Revenue
Allocation (CRA) of approximately

Kshs 40 billion annually. Public
Finance Management (PFM) Act
requires that at least 30% of county
budget be allocated for development
purposes. Therefore after putting
into consideration the respective
local revenues, the region allocates
just over 14 billion to development
projects annually.
The
aggregate
financial
requirements to foot the region’s
annual cost of development priorities
as contained in the County Integrated
Development Plans (CIDPs) is Kshs
57 billion. This means that the region
has an aggregate deficit of Kshs
43 billion annually. Development
priorities worth this deficit were
intentioned to be taken up by noncounty development actors including
those motivated by ventures associated
with Public Private Partnerships
(PPPs) investments.
But can individual counties
conjure the necessary incentives to
attract private sector investments
under the PPPs framework as a
financing alternative? Succesful
private investments are anchored on
comparative advantages, minimal
production costs, good supportive
infrastructure, sizeable target markets
and favourable legislative framework.
Analysis of individual counties in
terms of size and other requisites for
investments show that counties are far
too small to leverage on economies of
scale and finance neccesary supportive
infrastructure.
In
addition,
since
their
operationalization in 2013, counties
have channelled most of their
financial resources to social sectors
inadvertently leading to minimal
resources being allocated to the
productive sectors which traditionally
stimulate trade and investments.
Although the social sectors of
education, health, water and sanitation
enhances human capital development
which is a vital component of
investments
growth,
counties should give
equal
attention
to
productive ventures.
Substantial energies
and resources must
be directed towards
designing strategies and
mobilizing
resources
that enhance private
investments. It is in
recognition of this fact
therefore that the North
Rift counties have come
together to integrate their
individual
economies

Eight Counties from the North Rift region signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to officially
formalize the North Rift Economic Bloc (NOREB) as a legal
entity . PHOTO CORTESY |

under NOREB as a way of mobilizing
resources for a common investments
approach.
Globally,
trade,
investments
and tourism know no boundaries.
However,
this
notwithstanding,
desired investments can be impeded
by unfavourable trade practices by
individual counties in Kenya. The
eight counties under NOREB share
administrative boundaries and are
home to communities who share
similar traditions, customs and human
needs.
This
creates
a
seamless
collaborative
and
transactional
business relationship that is devoid
of boundaries. But when formal
economic cooperation is nonexistent, individual counties tend to
hinder favourable inter-county trade
practices by unknowingly instituting
non-harmonized tax regimes for
similar goods and services.
Although individual counties
are mandated by law to institute
revenue raising measures through
County Finance Acts, continued
non-harmonization of tax regimes

in
counties
will
continue to hamper
the desired progress
towards
optimum
trade and investments
environment in the
counties and in the
country at large.
Counties
who
institute tax regimes at
a higher level compared
to its neighbouring counties for similar
goods and services inpedes on the
desire for ease of doing business. In
the short term, such high tax-regimes
leads to low local revenue collections
and subsequently less funds being
allocated for development purposes in
the long term.
Business enterpreneuers invest
more in a county where rates are
cheaper comparatively. Within a
short time skewed investments
and developments in favour of the
cheaper county would be evident.
Without doubt therefore, economic
blocs are beneficial in guiding
favourable practices and legislations
not only in trade practices but also in
all aspects affecting service delivery
for functions for which counties are
obligated to undertake.
Apart from trade and investment
benefits expected to acrue out of
NOREB, there are many other
resultant benefits; the region borders
and is a gateway to the East African
Community (EAC) partner states
and offers an outlet to the COMESA
member states with a combined

market of about 400 million people.
This proximity offers a huge market
to the regions’ goods and services.
The region is also strategically
located in the Great Rift Valley which
is one of the most breathtaking and
awesome natural physical phenomena
on earth. Although counties continue
to market their individual counties as
ideal tourism destinations, tourism
products in the individual counties
are not sufficient to form an attractive
tourism circuit for it to generate
interest and compete globally thus the
need for a common tourism marketing
to capitalize on the diverse available
tourism products in the member
counties.
The
NOREB
Investment
Conference held in Eldoret a few
weeks ago was one of the first quick
wins for the economic integration
for the North Rift counties. And as
NOREB makes progess towards
achieving it’s objectives, County
Governors in the North Rift Region
and all other Governors who have
focused their efforts towards similar
economic intergration should be
comended for conceptualizing the
need for economic blocs as a major
enabler for economic growth and
development. This is because most
benefits of such economic integrations
may be felt many years after their
regimes.
The writer is the Director Economic
Planning, Elgeyo Marakwet County
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Word from the Editor

I welcome you to this 4th edition of
the Elgeyo Marakwet Bulletin, the
newspaper that updates you on the
development agenda of the county
government.
As the year 2015 comes to a
close, I wish to thank you the readers
for the support you have accorded
this publication and your valuable
feedback that is helping us improve
how we communicate to you.
We have not fully attained desired
levels
of engagement between you,
EDITOR: Vincent Bartoo
the public and the county government,
but daily we are doing our best to improve
this and ensure that we realize this goal.
I wish to thank H.E Governor Alex Tolgos for his decision to appoint
a Director Incharge of Citizen Engagement and Civic Education Mr
Richard Kilimo. We will work closely to ensure that we take citizen
engagement to a higher level.
As I pen this final Editor brief this year, I also wish to thank our
County leaders from H.E the Governor, Senator, MPs and the County
Assembly for according us the support to make this publication a
success four editions on.
The leaders have volunteered their valuable time and effort to give
us editorial content every time we request them to communicate to their
electorate through this newspaper.
Early next year in March, the county government will mark exactly
three years since its establishment. A lot of water has gone under the
bridge since then, successes and challenges in equal measure, but the
road to progress for EMC is already clear for all to see.
Just under three years, a lot of development is taking shape across
the wards in the County and this proves that devolution in Kenya was
surely a blessing. I imagine how our County will look like in the next 5
to 10 years. Your guess is as good as mine.
Fellow County residents, we must all rise and do our part to
supplement what the county government is doing. While it offers
service, wananchi have to rise up and use these services to better their
lives.
If you are a farmer, don’t miss out on the subsidies that the County is
offering you. Go for the cheap AI services and the crops seeds. Do not
be left out as other lives around you are being transformed.
As I stop to wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, I
wish to inform you that the project pullout that we started in the last
issue of this newspaper will resume in the January-March issue.
The heavy El Nino rains hampered us from traversing our beautiful
county to profile the projects that the county government has so far
undertaken. But be sure to look out for the pullout early next year.
Dear readers, I thank God for sustaining us this far and it is my prayer
that He will continue to shine his favour upon us as Elgeyo Marakwet
residents so that we may prosper even in 2016 and into the future.
As I sign out, let me wish you God’s abundant blessings.
Bartoo

A Publication of County Government of
Elgeyo Marakwet
ALEX TOLGOS : Governor
Dr GABRIEL LAGAT: Deputy Governor
DANIEL KIPTUM: Chief of Staff
VINCENT BARTOO: Director Public Communications
LINUS SIELE: Graphics & Layout Design
EMMANUEL TALEL: Photographer
County Headquarters, Iten
P.O Box 220-30700

Its back to work for EMC farmers as County subsidies help cut production costs

The
County Government
of
Elgeyo Marakwet
Wishes You all
a Merry Christmas
filled with Joy and
Love; and
a Happy Prosperous
New Year 2016
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The truth about boda boda sheds
STATEMENT BY THE COUNTY
GOVERNMENT

T

he County Government
wishes to clarify reports
that
circulated
widely
claiming that boda boda sheds being
constructed across the County cost sh
200,000 and above.
The truth of the matter is that the
sheds cost the County between sh
90,000 (minimum) and sh 109,000
(Maximum). The sheds are purely for
motorbike operators.
However in the near future, new
boda boda sheds will have additional
space for shoe shiners and Mpesa
booths which are meant to create
business opportunities for the youth.
These sheds are expected to cost
abit more when they are finally
constructed.
For the boda boda sheds already
constructed, tenders were shared
between contractors and our own
County polytechnics. The highest
cost of sh 109,000 was carried out by
the polytechnics based on their cost
considerations.
The County Government awarded
the polytechnics the tenders as part
of ongoing efforts to rebrand and
rejuvenate them unlike the past when
they were dormant.

The County has now renamed them
Vocational Training Centres (VTCs)
and is establishing and purchasing
necessary facilities to align them to
the current industry needs.
The cost of between sh 90,000 and
sh 109,000 for the boda boda sheds
was based on factors that include
cost of materials, tax, transport,
location of project and labour as
well as considerations of profit to the
contractors.
It is worth noting that the County
Government receives very high
quotations for various services and

projects from contractors but has
always gone for lowest bidders given
that our resources are meager and
need to be utilised well.
The County however concedes that
not all boda boda sheds were built to
the desired standard and measures are
continously being taken to ensure that
the sheds are constructed in the right
locations and adhere to the contract
agreements.
These boda boda sheds were
requested by the public through
budget public participation forums
across the County and the requests
were made by the boda boda operators
who asked for shelter from adverse
weather conditions like rain.
The
County
Government
appreciates the vigilance by wananchi
that resulted to questions, especially
on social media, about the cost of
constructing the boda boda sheds.
This clearly demonstrates that
participation of the public in their
governance is evident in our County.
We encourage this and call upon
residents to request any information
from the County Government
regarding any expenditure so as to
get accurate details. The County
Government is open to scrutiny
and will strive always to remain
Some of the Boda boda shades constructed by the County Government. accountable to the electorate.

Follow on us on Twitter

Your social media responses
County Government of Elgeyo Marakwet

Gilbert Rotich Thanks our Governor God bless you as you continue fighting the
rights of our pple.
Festus Kiprono Good work Governor.. I just think that these guys might be
trying to buy their way into our oil. I hope this is not the case!
Caroline Kimeli Congrats to our county leaders our children can now lead to
technology keep it up our Governer.
Kipchumba Biwott Lucas Proud to be citizen of EMC.
David Chumba Kudos to Uhuruto and our county leadership, finally after 50
years Tarmac is doting EMC. The NAYSAYERS are the remnants of Yesterday
Korir Alfred Thanks operation eyesight international

@ElgeyoMarakwetC

Reach us through our social
media platforms

Sir Ray @raykilimo
Elgeyo Marakwet is the only
County which supports paragliding in Kenya. #tembeakenya Cc
@ElgeyoMarakwetC @NationFMKe @MTRH2014

Elgeyo Marakwet @
ElgeyoMarakwetC
The rehabilitated women took the
chance to request H.E Joyce Tolgos
to be the patron of the women
groups formed to help alleviate
poverty.

Tim Toro @Bungei
Tim Toro Retweeted Athletics Kenya
(AK)
Congratulations indeed...cc @
ElgeyoMarakwetC @Elgeyo_Marakwet

Elgeyo Marakwet @
ElgeyoMarakwetC
CEC, Eng. Simon Kiplagat: “The
county government is concerned
with distribution of water to #EMC
residents.
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‘Green angels’ Singore Girls
are the pride of the County
S

By VINCENT BARTOO
ingore Girls High School has continued
to do Elgeyo Marakwet proud with its
winning ways as the top school in the

County.
The school made history last year when
it trounced North Rift giant, Moi Girls High
School Eldoret, which is a national school in the
neighbouring Uasin Gishu County.
The school with an entry of 159 students
scooped the top position in the county with an
impressive mean grade of 9.408 in the 2014
KCSE exams. The school had also topped in the
2013 exams.
St Patrick’s high school was ranked third
overall in the county with a mean grade of 8.3
behind Metkei girls which attained a mean
grade of 9.3.
Nine of the students at the school scored
straight As, while 29 got A- and 41 scoring B+.
Only one student attained a mean grade of C-.
The School’s Principal Mrs. Rose Koech
could not hide her delight and attributed the
good results to diligence in God, hard work and
collaboration from all the stakeholders.
“It was on the basis of being a God fearing
institution and sheer hard work that we have
posted such impressive results that no school
in the County has ever posted before,” said the
cheerful Principal.
She also attributed the results to a closely
knit collaboration between teachers and their
students, parents, leaders and other education
stakeholders saying that each of the parties
played their role as required, translating into the
stellar results.
Governor Alex Tolgos, for a second time,
visited the school and celebrated a thanksgiving
mass with the teachers and students before
handing the school sh 100,000 personal
congratulation token for the wonderful results.
“By beating Moi Girls High School, you have
demonstrated that indeed this is the County of
Champions. Iam very proud of you. Iam happy
but also sad that you have again beat my school

Governor Alex Tolgos celebrates together with teachers and students of Singore Girls High School after they emerged the best school in the
County in the 2015 KCSE Exams with an impresive mean grade of 9.408. The school also topped in the 2013 KCSE exams. PHOTO | LINUS SIELE

St Patricks,” he said amid laughter.
Tolgos expressed joy that Elgeyo Marakwet
County had beat 45 other counties to take the third
position in 2013 KCSE exams, attributing it to
concerted efforts by teachers, students and parents.
The Governor said even though they did not
rank schools for the 2014 exams, he had reliably
learnt that the County had emerged position one
countrywide.
“As a county we have become consistent in
education performance and this is very good. I
wish to thank all stakeholders for a job well done,”
he said.
The Singore Girls could not contain their joy
upon learning that they had beat Moi Girls Eldoret.
They poured out into the road leading to Iten and
made the long stretch from their school to the
County headquarters in Iten to let the world know
of their achievement.
They broke into song and dance along Iten
town streets, temporarily bringing business to

a standstill, with local residents joining in the
celebrations, hugging and congratulating the
students.
They then took their celebrations to the County
Commissioner and Governor’s offices where they
were addressed by Deputy County Commissioner
Simon Lilan and deputy Governor Gabriel Lagat.
Lagat later joined Singore Girls High School
community for thanksgiving ceremony. The
ceremony was presided over by Bishop Cornelius
Korir who also showered praise to Singore for
raising the bar in academic excellence.
Singore, a school that has produced top female
athletes in the country, beat two nationals schools
in the County. The school edged out academic
giants St Patricks High School and Kapsowar
Girls High that were recently elevated to national
schools by the government.
Singore has produced world beating athletes
among them 5,000 metres world champion Vivian
Cheruiyot, Marathoner Sharon Cherop and Sally

Barsosio among others.
“This school has now proved that they not only
produce athletics champions but academic ones
as well and that it is possible to blend the two very
well,” said Governor Tolgos.
County leaders also sent their congratulatory
messages to the school for the historic
achievement.
Principal Koech who has been credited for
leading the school on a path of steady academic
progress expressed confidence that in the 2015
exams, they would scale greater heights.
“We are not resting on our laurels. We shall
endeavour to take these achievements higher. It
has not been an easy task but we thank God for
the far He has brought us and the far He will take
us,” said the Principal.
During the 2013 thanksgiving ceremony, a
parent gave the Principal a laptop as a gift for
helping steer the school to academic excellence.
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‘Saints’ boys give warning shot:
“we shall reclaim our no. 1 Spot”
T

By EMMANUEL TALEL

he mention of St Patricks High School
Iten evokes fond memories of a
sports and academic powerhouse. So
respected was the institution that its alumni
simply referred to it as “The Saint”.
In the 1970s and 80s, the school never went
below the tenth position in national examination
rankings. Its unrivalled performance in
volleyball, basketball and athletics even made it
the dream of many students.
Some of its former students today dominate
the political, business, intellectual and sports
arena in the country. This explains why it
became a major concern when the schools graph
But that is now in the past. The school has risen
started falling in the mid 1990s.
like the proverbial phoenix and is inching closer to
Besides education, its prowess in sports,
reclaiming its number one spot in the County, as it
which added to its international fame also
readies to recapture its place nationally.
started to decline.
In the 2014 KCSE exams, the school came in
third place after Singore Girls and Metkei Girls
High posting a mean grade of 8.3.
Since then, the optimistic boys are leaving
nothing to chance as they work towards reclaiming
their lost glory and are burning their mid night oil
to get there.
The school’s old boys, christened “The Dream
Team,” under the leadership of the school’s board
Chairman Dr Chris Kiptoo has returned to lend a
hand in these efforts and have lined up a series of

activities
to yank
the saint
back on
their feet
again.
“ We
believe
St. Patricks Principal Wilson Yego
t h e
alumni
is the best bet for the full revival of the school
because most of them are in high places with
abilities to lead this recovery strategy,” Dr Kiptoo
said.
One of the team’s long-term ambition is

to transform the institution into a center for
academic excellence and a multi-purpose sports
centre it once was.
Incidentally, most of the present and past
political and corporate elites in Elgeyo/Marakwet
County have passed through this school.
They include Senator Kipchumba Murkomen,
Governor Alex Tolgos, Keiyo South MP Jackson
Kiptanui, Marakwet West MP William Kisang
and former Keiyo North MP Lucas Chepkitony.
Others Standard Media Group CEO Sam
Shollei, immediate former KWS Director William
Kiprono, the late William Murgor are among the
politicians who schooled at Saints.
Supreme Court Judge Philip Tunoi, lawyers
Katwa Kigen, Donald Kipkorir and Jinaro Kibet
are among the legal experts who studied at the
school.
The alumni association work with the school’s
management team led by current Principal, Mr
Wilson Yego to implement the reforms.
Yego attributes the rise in academic success
both in academics and co-curricular activities to
discipline, hard work and dedicated staff who are
committed to restore ‘Saints’ glory.
“We are on a path to reclaim what was ours
and we will not rest until we get there. We are
glad that we have a team of students, teachers,
parents alumni and leaders in this team who are
saying forward ever, backward never,” said the
Principal.

Metkei Girls High: from humble
beginnings to a star school
By EMMANUEL TALEL

A few years ago, Metkei Girls High School
was just another ordinary secondary institution
tucked away in Kamwosor, Metkei ward, Keiyo
South Constituency.
The mention of the school did not attract any
interest until Principal Jennifer Rono joined the
school and turned around its fortunes.
Yet she is not the type to brag about her
achievements. She takes it all in her stride
and believes its part of her God assigned duty
to do the best she can at the school. The soft
spoken yet visionary Principal is held in very
high esteem by teachers, students, leaders and
the community.
Even with the school’s success, Rono has
severally declined interviews with the media,
preferring to continue moulding her girls
without stealing the limelight from them. No
wonder then that Metkei has been a haven of
academic stability.
Today, the school is a hotcake with parents
from Elgeyo Marakwet and beyond encouraging
their daughters to work hard and join the school.
. One would mistake the school for a private
institution complete with necessary motivation
to rise to the top. It is a classic story of growing
from humble beginnings to a shining star.

Last year, Metkei Girls missed the number one
slot in the County when it attained a mean grade
of 9.3 closely trailing Singore Girls who were top
with just a point. Singore attained a mean of 9.4.
A former student at the school, Maureen
Chepchumba, who scored an A in the 2014 KCSE
exams and who went on to join Kenyatta University
to study Actuarial Science is full of praise for the
school’s teachers and Principal.
“The teachers treat you like their own daughter.
They care, love, encourage, are concerned,

accommodative, inspiring….the list is endless. If
I were to go back to high school, Metkei would be
my first and only choice,” she said.
Keiyo South MP Jackson Kiptanui whose
constituency the school lies has nothing but
accolades for the school, having watched it grow
from a little known school to the model institution
it is today.
“Iam very proud of this school. The teachers
under the able leadership of the Principal have
clearly demonstrated that public schools can be

transformed into top institutions only if the right
attitude is applied to their management,” said
Kiptanui.
Due to this history of rising from grass to
grace, the school has even attracted partners who
have helped in infrastructural development of
the institution. These include Flourspar Mining
Company.
The Company constructed an ultra-modern
school library with a huge variety of books and
modern facilities. It was officially opened by the
Canadian High Commissioner, his Excellency
David Angell on 29 June 2014.
The library was equipped by the FieldMarsham Foundation with modern books,
furniture and 4 computers whilst Kenya Fluorspar
provided support in terms of structural designs
and painting. Total cost of the project amounted
to $ 35 000.
The library will enable the girls to do research
work and thus enhance their knowledge base.
In addition wireless internet access has also
been provided for by the Company. It provides
a serene and conducive environment for reading
and revision by school pupils and teachers.
Additional information and photos from the
Kenya Flourspar Company website.
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Directors add fresh impetus to
County development agenda
W

By KEN SHOLLEI

hile one would describe County
Executive Committee members
(CECs) as the steering wheels
of their departments, Chief Officers (COs)
then would be the gears in comparison with
a vehicle.
Therefore in this vehicle called the county
government, Directors come in to assist their
seniors and serve as the engines of their
individual departments.
This ensures that the vision projected
by CECs and COs for their departments is
implemented to serve the satisfaction of
clients, which in this case are members of the

public or the electorate.
The Elgeyo Marakwet County Government
recruited directors (shown below) to drive
the execution and implementation phase of
development in the county.
While their seniors may be engaged in the
Executive roles, sometimes out of office, the
directors serve as technical heads and are
there to provide necessary office and field
support to the departments.
Members of the public therefore need to
know that while seeking the audience of the
County leadership, they should spread their
net wide from the Governor, his Deputy,
CECs and COs to include directors and

officers under them to assist them seek county
services.
Most times, wananchi flood the Office of
the Governor and wait in queues for hours on
end, when a solution to their issues could lie
in officers below the Governor.

•
•

Roles of Directors At a Glance
Organization, direction, control and
co-ordination of the functions of their
departments in the County.
Developing
appropriate
county
departmental policies, legal and
institutional frameworks for the
implementation of the mandate of
their departments.

•

•
•
•
•

Interpreting and applying National
and County laws and other related
statutes in line with the county goals
and objectives.
Ensure timely implementation of
county activities as directed by the
Chief Officers above them.
Establishing monitoring and
evaluation
systems
for
the
departmental goals.
Ensure community involvement
in their department development
programmes for Sustainability.
Perform any other duties that may be
assigned from time to time by their
Chief Officers.

Silas Kiplagat
Director- Sports and Youth

Kelvin Biwott
Director- Health Planning and
Administartion

John Keen
Director- Budget

Vincent Bartoo
Director- Communication

Mike Mosi
Director- Trade and Industry
Development

Wesley Rotich
Director- Co-operative
Development

Peter K. Chepkowony
Director- Livestock Production

Esthert Talam
Director- Agriculture

Robert Chelagat
Director- Procurement

Charles Chelimo Suter
Director- Lands, Environment
and Natural Resources

Paul N. Mutua
Director- Internal Audit

Josphine Koech
Director- Revenue

George Kimaiyo
Director- ICT

Livingstone Tanui
Director- Payroll

Magrine J. Serem
Director- Gender and Culture

Wilson K. Chepkonga
Director- Irrigation

Samuel Kipchumba
Director- Education and
Technical Training

Philip Kimosop Seronei
Director- Finance and
Accountancy Services

Benson K. Chebaskwony
Director- Water Services

Patrick K. Maiyo
Director- Human Resource

Paul Korir Tenoi
Director- Administration; Ag
County Secretary

Joshua Kipkoech Cherop
Director- Alcoholic Drinks
Control

William C. Kendagor
Director- Public Health and
Sanitation

John Maritim
Director- Economic Planning
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The recipe for change in
Kenya’s education system

T

By GIDEON KIPYAKWAI

his is the revolution moment
for the Education sector. If
you can read the signs, you
will agree the gods have conspired. The
telecommunications and banking sectors
were radically changed by innovation in
the late 90s and early 2000s.
Today, Telkom, Kenya Railways,
KBC, Kenya Airways, Mumias etc are
nowhere, we talk of the Equity, Safaricom
and Royal Media, institutions that were
hardly recognizable a few years ago.
Now, we are witnessing changes unfold
in the education sector. I write to us all,
teachers, parents, students, government,
and communities to tell you that you have
no choice, but to start preparing to be
shaken. The shocker is unravelling right
in front of your eyes..
I will give you the ingredients and
more importantly the catalysts in the
recipe that has created this time-bomb.
Firstly, we liberalized education to
allow private players, then President
Kibaki financed free education and
increased day schools. He went ahead to
give out so many charters to private and
public universities, opened campuses
everywhere.
In fact, today, almost every family has a
graduate, most of whom are unemployed.
Now, whether you are schooled or not, it
doesn’t matter as much! In fact, unlike
in the past when graduates were highly
esteemed, they are now scorned for being
poor and jobless with their ‘papers’.
Secondly, in the education sector, we
are graduating teachers from every corner
of the country, the lucky few become
BOG teachers or work for private schools
all to earn less than minimum wage to
produce better results than their TSC
employed colleagues. The unlucky ones
are hawkers or menial laborers in flower
farms, waiting in earnest for their time to
get a classroom. The situation is dire.

Learning without Teachers

Thirdly, before the end of its first term
in 2017, Jubilee government will have
distributed laptops or tablets to students.
Content developers, and major ICT
ecosystem players have already produced
different contents and platforms for
teaching.
Parents in private schools are

availing this e-learning solutions to
their students. The private schools have
invested in computer labs and e-learning
solutions, and we can see results. In
fact, the government has to use negative
discrimination to stop successful students
from these entities from accessing all
slots in national schools.
Everyone in Kenya now knows the
power of Youtube in disseminating
information and knowledge, no need to
mention the Youtube athlete, Julius Yego
who learned his javelin from the computer
with no manuals or teachers. With ICT
substituting classrooms, we need to brace
ourselves for learning without teachers.

Home Schooling

Fourthly, homeschooling frenzy is
spreading very fast for those with means,
soon privately registered students will
outnumber and outperform those in
private schools. With the surge in bad
manners including homosexuality in
schools, and the rampant negative peer
pressure, parents are more choosy and
cautious.
Do you still think in 10 years, all
parents will of necessity need to take a
student to any class? Let alone to a public
school where teachers are either on strike
or in their kiosks? Not at all. They will
hire teachers to teach your kids at home,
or maybe just pay up for podcasts and
online classes for your children.
In
addition,
governments
are
running out of money. Because of this,
governments cannot sustain social
welfare programs including education
at grandeur scales. It is worse in Kenya
because we are unable to grow the
economy to generate enough resources to
be taxed. The tank is almost empty and
the engine will soon stop. Politicians and
bureaucrats in Treasury have to make a
decision. Stall the car or cut-out junk and
keep running. Your guess is right.
Kenyatta, Moi, Kibaki and now Uhuru
have been borrowing more than they
have been repaying. We all have to find
a solution to public debt and the huge
recurrent expenditure a.k.a. wage bill.
And let me assure you, the low-hanging
fruit will be reducing the cost of running
the education system. Here, the mother of
all costs is the cost of salaries for teachers.
I have seen the options and I think
the government already has a working
precedence. The system of financing
public primary and secondary schools
systems will easily be converted to what
happens to Public Universities. Schools
will be allocated monies based on the
number of students, and the schools

“

Today,
almost
every family
has a
graduate,
most of
whom are
unemployed.
Now,
whether
you are
schooled
or not, it
doesn’t
matter as
much!
In fact,
unlike in the
past when
graduates
were highly
esteemed,
they
are now
scorned for
being poor
and jobless
with their
‘papers’

boards of management will be required
to hire, appraise and pay their teachers,
and all other associated costs as they
deem fit. This will drastically cut clutter
and will lead to competition for students
and optimization of resources in the
education sector. This is happening with
Universities and Counties.

Teachers’ Strike

Finally, in my view, the teachers’
clamor for higher wages has reached
fatigue levels even for the teachers
themselves. Parents, students, politicians
and government have reached breaking
point with the enunciating and irritating
actions of Wilson Sossion and his team.
The 2015 strike is just the last straw
on the Camel’s back. Following the
strike, and the government’s stand, things
will have to change. Education policies,
taxation, labour laws, government
operations and the performance of all
sectors of the economy will be changed
by the teachers strike.
With the aforementioned, the ripple has
started, and the futurists will tell you it is
unstoppable. Within the next 10 years, the
education sector will have witnessed the
greatest disruptive innovation to happen
to any sector in Kenya.

And here comes the
catalysts in the recipe

One,
globalization
and
entrepreneurship are now, more than
ever, highly rated. And to highlight this,
the impact of President Obama who was
in town recently to engage entrepreneurs
is being felt.
More and more people are breaking out
of the bondage of employment to begin
their startups. Just like what Kipchoge
Keino did to athletics, and what Julius
Yego will do to field-event sports, Obama
and successful role-model entreprenuers
such as C. K. Joshua of Kass Group will
provide impetus never seen before in
entrepreneurship.
This will discourage the pseudoreligious belief on the need for education
to succeed. I interview people for a
living, and I can tell you that grades and
degrees say very little about the quality of
a candidate.
Increasingly desperate educated jobseekers are looking for opportunities
to innovate and eke out a living. The
older folks sang ‘someni vijana’ song
but generation Y and later don’t care for
employment, it is nowhere anyway. Now
they are inventing themselves in music,
art, agriculture, ICT and so forth.
Options for survival within this

radical changes lies in understanding that
nothing is permanent. The Japanese have
the Kaizen philosophy. This philosophy
preaches constant improvement in
everything. The reason Toyotas success
is this. They have devoted every aspect
of their business to progress. It is an ideal
that becomes the life’s purpose of every
worker. The lack of which has seen great
institutions fail.
Teachers working for TSC will need
humility. In history, just as it happens
in the stock exchange, the system goes
through self-correction. An imbalanced
system adjust to an optimum balance,
sort of an equilibrium and the cycles
begins again. Otherwise, if the imbalance
continues forever, the dinosaur syndrome
will kick-in. Dinosaurs did not selfcorrect and they ended up overrunning
itself to extinction.
Even with their union, teachers are
strong, and yet weak. They are right, and
also wrong. Capable, at the same time
incapable. They are knowledgeable yet
ignorant.

Kenya’s Education
System Overrated

In conclusion, let me inform you
that I think the education system as
structured now is over-rated and our
current classrooms over-valued. I say
this with no apologies to anyone. Lest
you condemn me, please note that I have
taught in high schools and universities,
and I have gone to several schools with
many certificates to show. So I am neither
jealous nor envious of your credentials
my good teachers and students, I am just
being frank.
Note that Rooney, Messi, Serena
Williams, Fundi Frank, DJ Pinye,
the Youtube athlete Yego, Kipkeino,
Ezekiel Kemboi, Ezekiel Barngetuny,
Mulu Mutisya, D. T. Moi, and the list
is on, are my witnesses. None of them
achieved greatest in any form of exam or
classroom. My point is that you can be
successful irrespective of the number of
hours you sat facing a teacher in a room
with other starrers. Period!
Parents, our teachers today are overrated, and students are being conned by
the system. If you observe keenly, the
education business is benefiting very few,
and perpetrating ignorance. Open your
eyes and opt out of the system to secure
the future of your kin. Nurture the talents
of your progeny, and let them seat at a
masters feet to learn, lest they become
obsolete.
The writer is Chairperson of Elgeyo
Marakwet County Public Service Board
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Senator: I have worked
hard and done my best
to serve your interests

The Constitution, in Article.96, lists the functions of the
Senate as:
a)
Representation of Counties;
b)
Protection of the interests of counties;
c)
Protection of the interests of County Government;
d)
Law making particularly laws affecting counties;
e)
Determining the allocation of Revenue among
counties;
f)
Oversight of national revenue allocated to
Counties; and
g)
Oversight of state officers.
The Senate shares lots of similarities with the County
Assembly and complements each other. Both institutions
exercise pure oversight without being embroiled in resource
management and both oversight the same entities, which
are the counties. Both make laws that affect counties with
the Senate dealing with all the counties while each County
Assembly deals with its jurisdiction.
With these similarities in mind, the two legislative entities
should be working in close consultation to achieve common
good for counties.
I would like to declare that in our informal meeting with
County leaders, we agreed that 2015 and beyond should be
the year of working closely between the Senator and the
County Assembly and between the County Assembly the
Senate and the Parliament and the County Executive.
First as your Senator I have enjoyed the privilege of
representing this great County in many fora. I believe that
as an official representative of the County as a whole, I
am actively the ambassador of the County anytime and
anywhere, whether in speech or in actions, whether asleep
or awake.
I try my best to ensure that the image and the quality of
our County representation in every sphere is felt. That is why
in every important national debate, it is important that the
people of Kenya get to know the position of the Senator of
Elgeyo Marakwet.
I have done this to the extent of almost being accused
of why are we seeing you all the time in the press, but
our position as Elgeyo Marakwet must be known in every
important debate, otherwise I will be violating Article 96 of
the Constitution.
Secondly, I work hard to protect our interests in all bills,
motions, petitions and discussions of whatever nature in the
Senate. Besides, it is my duty to ensure that Elgeyo Marakwet
as a County, gets a fair share of national government projects
such as the roads, irrigation, education, public appointments,
issuance of title deeds among others.
Key projects are tarmacking of our roads from Nyaru
to Iten and Iten to Kapsait; We must continue working for

the proper graveling of roads in the Kerio Valley and future
tarmacking of the same; Completion of ongoing road projects
such as Chesoi to Liter; Irrigation and power plants being
undertaken through Kerio Valley Development Authority,
(KVDA); Irrigation by KVDA and National Irrigation Board
(NIB of immense multitude are done by national government.
We must ensure the technical institutions that the national
government is doing, the three that are already allocated to
our county, are achieved. Our dream to get a university in this
county must be achieved in our time as we continue fighting for
the representation of this House.
So there are things that your Senator will stand for to ensure
that the national government has performed its responsibilities
to the best interest of the County.
Third, we work to protect the interests of County Governments.
I have had the benefit of defending Counties in deployment of
health workers. I stood firm when people were saying counties
are unable to manage health workers, I stood so firm, even to
the extent of facing the wrath of health workers themselves, but
I still believe that whatever the constitution gave to the counties
must be defended.
I was the Chair who worked on the expeditious transfer of
functions to the counties and I ensured that the Senate transferred
functions immediately to the Counties. On resolution of disputes,
your Senator is chairing a committee to resolve disputes in

counties like Makueni and Isiolo.
I am so happy that as I work on resolution of disputes in other
counties, I have a good working relationship with my Governor
and the County executive and the County government because it
could be akin to preaching water and drinking wine.
This is a responsibility that I will carry out with a lot of
humility but we must ensure that we have good relationships.
More needs to be done to foster better relations within and
among counties and national government.
I will urge the county assemblies to continue assisting us in
facilitating the good relationship between the counties and the
national governments, so that we have less of bickering and
more of good relationship so that we can be able to achieve
development.
Fourth, in the sphere of law making, I am sponsoring and
co-sponsoring important bills that affect Counties. The Bill on
Benefit Sharing on All Natural Resources in the Counties is very

important for our County that is endowed with many resources.
So that resources that come from the County from mining
from forest, from all other natural resources, Elgeyo/Marakwet
County and the people of the community will have their fair
share. I will ensure that those interests are protected.
The Bill on Inter-governmental Relations which will assist
County Assemblies in creating a framework for national
consultation among County Assemblies, is also sponsored by
your Senator. This also defines the functions of deputy governors
to avoid conflicts in counties.
Other Bills that I am directly involved in is one on the
establishment of the office of county attorney in the counties, so
that every county will have an equivalent of an attorney general
to ensure that the county government gets proper legal advice to
avoid pitfalls.
I regret that the operationalization of the County Development
Boards have been delayed thus enhancing the fights you see
among various elected leaders in the counties. We must have
a framework where all the leaders meet like we did over the
holidays as a county; there must be a framework for leaders to
sit together.
In my opinion, further delay will cripple counties and
devolution. I am also working to ensure that the interests of the
county are protected in such Bills as the Potato Bill, 2014.
Fifth, we are currently working on the review of Allocation
of Revenue formula which has disadvantaged
counties with less populations such as ours. I have
had fruitful discussions with the County Executive
and Mr. Speaker, like the Governor told me it will
take 38 years to implement the County strategic
plan and therefore in the upcoming review of the
formulae, my position which will remain firm is
that the equal share of national revenue will be
moved above 30%, so, that Elgeyo/Marakwet
and other counties that have less populations
but greater challenges to deliver can have an
opportunity to address those challenges.
Finally I would like to share a little bit of the
challenge; there is need for greater link between
the Senate/Senator with the County and this would
have been achieved in a small way through the
County Development Board.
For a Senator to represent the county
government, the county government must have a
direct link with the Senator both at the Assembly
and Executive. We have discussed with the
executive and I request the Assembly to also find a channel
where we will continuously exchange information of the bills
that are passed in this house and the motions that are passed in
this House so that I can see where I can help in that regard.
This has not been prescribed but purely left to goodwill,
hence the yawning gap and disconnect. In some counties the
county government is busy using the allocated resources to fight
the Senator and the elected leaders.
The Office of Senator is grossly underfunded, I face the
same challenges. The Senator has no mechanism for carrying
out consultations to improve representation and oversight. This
leaves the Senator and Senate exposed to public ridicule. If you
have seen us trying to reach as many people as possible, we have
to do it with our personal resources and this gap must be bridged.
God bless you and God bless this great County of Champions.
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Keiyo South gets additional funds for roads
as Tullow Oil starts ‘Cheptuget’ exploration
The leaders from the County have are agreed
that job opportunities available be shared fairly and
equitably. The local community MUST get the lion’s
share as the custodians of this resource for many
decades.
I wish to thank Tullow Oil and their partners
for their support and cooperation so far and hope
this unity will continue in the years to come. It is
of paramount importance that both the community
and the investor should coexist for mutual benefit
from this God given resource. With the exploration
of oil in this great region, our people stand to benefit
through improvement of standard of living in the
constituency and the region at large.

HON. JACKSON KIPTANUI
MP Keiyo South Constituency

A

s indicated in our earlier editions,
Keiyo South Constituency and Elgeyo
Marakwet County at large, is blessed
with three topographical zones, namely the
highlands, the escarpments (Hanging Valley) and
the lowlands (Kerio Valley).
Each of these topographical features are
endowed with different soil and climatic conditions
favouring different types of crops, vegetables and
animal husbandry. Thus the residents of Keiyo
South practice many forms of farming ranging
from dairy farming, vegetable farming, maize, tea
and coffee farming among others. Some of these
produce are available all year round.
Oil Exploration
Due to the varied topographical and rock
formation of Elgeyo Marakwet, the lower parts
of the county is rich in various types of minerals
including fluoride.
Recently, there has been good development and
indications of oil deposits along the Kerio Valley
which promises to be the economic game-changer
in the region.
An international oil company – Tullow Oil
– has finalized their seismic surveys in Elgeyo
Marakwer and Baringo counties with positive
prospects. We thank God that Tullow Oil has
chosen to drill their first exploration well, named
Cheptuget in Soy North Ward in our constituency.
And going by the plans and programs of Tullow
Oil we are optimistic that this well will be drilled
by end of this year.
With the coming of Tullow Oil Company to
undertake the drilling exercise, our youth will find
employment opportunities – both white colour and
menial jobs. The same will highly impact on the
County’s economy and hence boost the average
earnings and reduce poverty levels.

Kapkitony - Kimwogo road.

PHOTO COURTESY

Turesia - Kapsegut - Kalwal road. PHOTO COURTESY

Infrastructure
The last few months has seen some great
improvements of our roads across the constituency.
I thank the National and County governments for
availing the resources to maintain and open up
feeder roads. With their continued support, I believe
all our roads will all be in better state in the near
future.
These roads once done would promote investment
in the County, development of agriculture,
promotion of trade, enhance delivery of health care
services and education as well as relay of business
information.
Some of the roads which have been opened up
through support from the national government
include:
Sitotwo - Kabalwat - Kipchilol road.
•
Chororget - Simit, Mokwo - Kapkomol
PHOTO COURTESY
•
Kipsaos - Kapkut, Sitotwo - Kabalwat Kipchiloi
•
Sach4 - Kipriria - Lolgarini, KimwarerKalwal -Kapkitony
•
Nyaru-Kamondia, among others.
We have received additional finance from the
government and we shall soon be working on the
following roads after the rains:
•
Kipsaos-Kocholwo-Katumoi, Surmo –
Chepsongol
•
Kaptagat - Kaptarakwa, Tumeiyo - Sach4 Poywech Junction
•
Small town - Kapkenda - Chororget and
many more.
In addition, through the support of CDF and the
County government, the works on Koisoen - Simit
-Tugumoi - Kapkut road
road has started and we are hopeful that the opening Kipsaos
PHOTO COURTESY |
of this road will be completed soon. This being a
new road, more money will be required to shape,
gravel and put culverts before it becomes usable.

Shoes donated by Red Cross to primary
school going pupils . PHOTO COURTESY |

Kimoloi Primary School.
PHOTO COURTESY

Kasar Molol footbridge.
PHOTO COURTESY |

I wish you ta Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year 2016 full of God’s blessings and favour.
God bless Keiyo South,
God bless Elgeyo Marakwet County

Kiptulos dispensary staff house.

St Augustine Emsea staff house.
PHOTO COURTESY |

PHOTO COURTESY

Water tanks distributed to schools.
PHOTO COURTESY

Kapkenda Girls Dining Hall
PHOTO COURTESY |
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Keiyo North CDF increases bursary
allocations to assist needy students
T
he Keiyo North Constituency Development Fund (CDF)
has given a boost to needy students in the area by increasing
bursary allocations to high school and university students.
Through its Patron and area MP Dr James Murgor, the Fund took
a welcome decision to increase bursaries given to the students to a
minimum of sh 10,000.
The MP said the decision was reached after an evaluation of
previous allocations that did not assist students meet the cost of
school fees.
“When you for instance give a University student sh 5,000 as
bursary, that is a drop in the ocean given the high cost of fees. That
is why we increased the bursaries,” said Murgor.
The MP disclosed that so far the CDF kitty had disbursed bursaries
to 900 students in high school and 1,200 students in University.
Classrooms & Affruitation Programme
Murgor further disclosed that through the kitty, new classrooms
had been constructed in the constituency numbering 60 classrooms
for primary schools and 20 for secondary schools.
This is in addition to four laboratories in secondary schools for
students to carry out their practicals. “More will be established to
ensure that all our secondary schools have equipped laboratories,”
said the MP.
As for primary schools, Murgor also said 20 schools had
benefitted from an affruitation programme initiated by his office
through donation of fruit trees to be planted in the schools as part of
environmental conservation.
Medical Training College
The MP further disclosed that the Iten Medical Training College
(MTC) will be opened latest March next year.
“Already , there is an acting Principal for the college and
currently the Nursing Council is in the process of accrediting the
college. I have been assured that the MTC will open its doors next
year March,” said Murgor.
Uwezo Fund
The MP revealed that so far, his constituency had disbursed a
total of sh 15.6 million to youth and women from the Uwezo Fund.
“I wish to register my appreciation to the people of Keiyo North
for presenting good proposals that qualified for funding. This is
very encouraging and if we continue this way, we shall win the
battle against poverty,” he said.
Murgor said the kitty had received back sh 2 million in remissions
from the groups that had borrowed the money adding that this will
be loaned back to them to further expand their enterprises.
“I also wish to thank those groups that are repaying their loans
on a timely basis and I wish to assure them that we will loan them
more money,” said the MP.

By HON. JAMES MURGOR
MP Keiyo North Constituency
champions in this disciplines. This is our ongoing
contribution to further the success of our athletes
locally and internationally,” said Murgor.
He also disclosed that the CDF kitty had
purchased uniforms for sports teams in the
constituency as it collaborates with the County
Government in improving the status of sports in
the County.
Tambach University
The MP further revealed that plans to establish
the first County University were going on well
saying leaders were collectively pursuing the
matter to ensure that it is set up and accredited
soon.
“Iam very confident that we shall deliver this
University which will first start in Tambach and
expand to Marakwet East. I wish to assure all
stakeholders of Tambach Teachers College that
the future of the institution will be secured and
they need not worry,” said Murgor.

Chiefs offices and Staff Houses
The MP also said construction of chiefs houses
in Sergoit, Anin and Kapteren were being done
and would be complete soon adding that plans are
underway to build good offices for chiefs in all
locations.
“This will ensure they discharge their duties
efficiently and in conducive environments. We
Boost for Kamariny Stadium
shall ensure that we cover all locations,” he
The ongoing rehabilitation of Kamariny Stadium got a boost pledged.
following the purchase of steeplechase and hurdles barriers by the
Murgor added that staff houses for 6 health
Keiyo North CDF.
centres in the constituency would soon be
“We did it so that our athletes can use them to prepare well for completed in Kapchelal, Sergoit, Kapteren,
Msekekwa, Kapchebar and Chegilet areas.
Gratitude for Support
The MP thanked the people of Keiyo North for
the support they have accorded him this year and
sent out early Christmas greetings and best wishes
for the coming 2016 New Year.
“As we conclude 2015, I wish to pledge to work
with you more in 2016 to move our constituency
further in development,” said Murgor.

Kapkitony - Kimwogo road.

PHOTO COURTESY

GOD BLESS KEIYO NORTH,
GOD BLESS ELGEYO MARAKWET, GOD
BLESS KENYA
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Let us all work tirelessly for
lasting peace in Marakwet East

By HON. KANGOGO BOWEN
MP MARAKWET EAST CONSTITUENCY

F

irst and foremost, let me take this early
opportunity on behalf of the people of
Marakwet East to appreciate and thank
the leaders of Elgeyo Marakwet County, peace
committees (Marakwet elders), religious leaders
and the peace loving residence of our County for
their moral and material support at the time when
the residents of Kiburyom Location of Endo Ward
(Kasagat and Kapsony) and Kiptumbur Location
of Sambirir Ward (Kapkeny and Kabasiran)
experienced land related conflicts.
A number of innocent Kenyans both young and
old lost their lives, people were displaced and their
livelihoods interrupted, property destroyed and
increased animosity among neighbouring villages
that had previously lived harmoniously.
I was touched by the unity of purpose
demonstrated by our leaders led by His Excellency
the Governor, Senator, Women Rep, MPs and
Members of County Assembly during mediation
and reconciliation meetings that to some extent
yielded fruits.
Land is an important economic asset and
source of livelihoods; it is also closely linked to
community identity, history and culture. The reason
why addressing land grievances and conflicts is
fundamental to creating sustainable peace.
It is high time the County Government make
it a priority allocating adequate resources to fast
track the process of land adjudication and eventual
issuance of land title deeds.
There is need for improved coordination amongst
diverse actors engaged in dispute resolution;
traditional leaders, County government, courts,
police and security forces, and national political
leaders to be able to bring to conclusion small
disputes before they escalate into more serious
conflicts. This will lead to greater contribution to
good governance, rule of law and the achievement
of a wide range of social, economic and peace
building objectives.
The county Government in partnership with
National Government need to consider prioritizing
early and sustained engagement in land issues as
part of a broader conflict prevention strategy in
order to reduce human, economic and social costs
of conflict.
Conflict becomes problematic when societal
mechanisms and institutions for managing and
resolving conflict break down, giving way to
violence.

The County Assembly of EMC should come up
with appropriate legislations aimed at strengthening
the authority of traditional institutions, where they
exist so as to arrest these perennial land related
disputes that is prevalent in our County.
As democratically elected leaders, we must
adhere at all times to the constitution and other
legal frameworks as may be provided. Public
participation in County, constituency and ward
affairs is now a constitutional requirement. Leaders
need to consult people on how to engage with
them, define the role we will play and what role the
people we serve will play to achieve satisfactory
results and sustainable development.
The success or failure of our County and
Constituency (CDF) projects in fighting poverty at
the grassroots level will depend almost entirely on
our political goodwill and full implementation of
the constitution.
We as democratically elected leaders cannot do
it on our own. Forging partnerships and Citizen
engagement is the only sure means of safeguarding
the interest and needs of the people of Elgeyo
Marakwet County.
It is the responsibility of each and every person
to protect and uphold values and principles that
guide day to day operations of our County while
remembering that the most important partnership
you can establish is a partnership with the people
you lead. We need to work extra hard to reach out
to those who might help us achieve our desired
vision. Opportunities have been opened up for you
to participate in this process and influence how
decisions that affect your life are made.
In the past, our public funds have been misused
or looted through corruption by unscrupulous
individuals. We as leaders are now entrusted
with millions of taxpayers’ funds and it is our
responsibility to enforce fiscal discipline.
Let us involve citizens in exercising oversight by
opening channels that help us receive information
on fiscal indiscipline. I want to give Credit to
the county Government of Elgeyo Marakwet for
creating a flat form through this County Newsletter
to provide an opportunity for leaders to continually
inform the public on a regular basis about the state
of affairs in their areas of jurisdiction by publishing
and publicizing information that affects them.

SECTOR

Deputy President William Rutto( centre), Senator Kipchumba Murkomen (left) and MP
Kangogo Bowen (right)

It is not a matter of choice but Citizens
right to access information held by our public
offices.
This explains the reason why CDF office;
Marakwet East deliver cheques to benefiting
projects during daylight and in the presence
of the general public to enable them monitor
progress in project implementation and
eventually get value for funds received.
This is a shift from previous regimes
where CDF cheques where handed to the
management committees of benefiting
projects without knowledge of the general
public thus attracting embezzlement of
public funds by few individuals who do not
care what remains in store for the use of our
future generation.
As the MP for Marakwet East , am proud to
mention to you that sustainable development
can only be realized when elected leaders
work with the people and not for the people.
The only way to liberate ourselves from
the yoke of poverty is by asking where we are
now and why are we here? Where do we want
to go and what are our development goals?
What are the factors in our favor and who
amongst us has the needed competence for
this or that task and what are the barriers that

would prevent us from reaching those goals?
Do you think it is advisable to have collective
action rather than individual effort?
Education sector in my Constituency
benefited a lot from funds raised through
Harambees mobilized by myself in partnership
with other development conscious leaders
and the public at large. Millions of shillings
were raised in Sambirir Girls, Kapchebau
Girls, Queen of Peace Secondary, Kerio
Valley Boys, Sambirir Boys just to mention
a few.
My office remains focused in ensuring that
similar projects aimed at establishing good
educational infrastructure are supported in
the near future. This is because Community
empowerment can only be achieved through
provision of quality education.
I have closely worked with religious
leaders undertaken planned development
projects that promote spiritual nourishment,
the reason why I have always headed request
to preside over fundraisings to raise funds for
the Church.
Spiritual nourishment plays a very critical
role in the development of good morals
especially to our youth. The bible says “ the
hand that gives is the hand that receives”.

SUMMARY OF CDF FUNDED PROJECTS IN MARAKWET EAST:
PROJECT NAME AND ACTIVITY

WATER AND
SANITATION

A total of 11 water projects supported across the constituency through construction of water intake, purchase and
laying of GI pipes to ensure availability of clean and safe water for domestic use

EDUCATION

Secondary section
To improve on science performance, construction and equipping of science laboratories in Secondary schools was
funded.
To enhance good learning environment, schools were supported put up modern Dining hall, classrooms, Administration
blocks, dormitories and pit latrines. School fees subsidy to needy, orphans and vulnerable high school and college
students through bursary
Primary section
In Primary section, schools were supported construct new classrooms, pit latrines, renovate old classrooms etc

SECURITY
AGRICULTURE
SPORTS

To enhance security, construction of police stations, Administration Police line, police housing units and Chief’s
offices were supported using CDF Kitty

In order to increase crop production and to increase acreage under irrigation and to reduce loss of water through
seepage, lining of water furrows was undertaken
Construction of cattle dips supported to reduce animal diseases
Schools were supported purchase sporting gears/ games kits
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County MP secures vaccine
fridges for our health centres
health centres.

By HON. SUSAN CHEBET
County MP
To the people of Elgeyo Marakwet County,

F

irst and foremost, I want to again thank
you for granting me the mandate to be
your County MP. I want to extend my
appreciation for the continued support you have
accorded me.
Since I assumed office I have tried to do my
best in working towards achieving my goals to
help the people of Elgeyo Marakwet County at
large. The main areas of focus include; Education,
empowerment of women, health, youth and people
with special needs as well as socio- cultural
activities through Tumndo Ne Leel program.
The activities outlined will only be accomplished
if we work together,share the vision, provide
solutions to the shared problems and together we
will accomplish milestones in our lives and County.

Fridges for Health Centres

Under my effort as County MP I have secured
some fridges worth sh 2 million for our health
centres in the entire county. I have delivered one
to Kapkoi health centre in Keiyo North and Turesia
health centre in Keiyo South. I am yet to deliver
to Chesubet health centre in Marakwet West and
Marakwet East respectively which will be done
soon.
These facilities lack fridges and my efforts will
go a long way in assisting our people get better
health care through well preserved drugs.
I also bought some Anti-Venom drugs to assist
people living in areas prone with snake bites
especially along the Kerio Valley. I also secured
anti-rabies vaccines that will be distributed to our

Empowerment

Through Affirmative Action Social Development Fund
(AASDF) which was enacted through legal notice No.24 of the
Public Finance Management Act, 2012 and published on 13th
February, 2015 whose primary objective is empowering the
Affirmative Action groups at grass-root level thereby enhancing
economic growth towards realization of Vision 2030.
It also seeks to expand access to financial facilities and
empowerment services to affirmative action groups in both
constituency and county levels. It also provides an avenue for
promotion of enterprise and value addition initiatives.
This fund will go a long way in ensuring that our communities
gets social-cultural and economical transformation for improved
livelihoods through empowerment of women, youth and people
with disability.
My office is working hard toward championing women and
youth leaders from Ward,Costituency and County to mobilize
women and youth groups to participate in social-cultural and
economic activities, using group resource pooling, saving and
credit services .i.e. Table banking, Uwezo fund ,Sacco’s and
Residents of Turesia join staff of Turesia dispensary to receive a fridge to store
self help groups.

Education Fora

On education, my office is continuing with series of
motivational talks targeting university, secondary schools and
primary schools and drop outs in the entire County. This will
help the students focus on their education and future careers and
also nurturing their talents for gainful employment.
It has also encouraged students to improve their academic
performance in the County. Iam also determined that through
these noble programmes our students in the entire county will
emerge the best in coming years.
I have also spearheaded Tumndo Ne Leel for our girls in
various sub counties .we held training for girls in Kapkondot
in marakwet East and Kapkenda in Keiyo south. We had a total
of over 500 girls trained through the same curriculum. We also
target more than 1000 girls in the entire county through tumndo
neleel and other patners. This will assist the girl child know the
importance of education rather than being circumcised.

Other Activities

As the County Patron of Uwezo fund I am happy with the
ongoing turn out of youth and women groups seeking Uwezo
fund to uplift their economic status.
I urge more groups to mobilize themselves and take advantage
of this fund to uplift their economic status and to improve their
livelihoods have also sourced a green house for women group
in kapkenda and also trying to get more for women groups in
other sub counties.

Christmas and New Year Wishes

Allow me now to take this opportunity to wish all Elgeyo
Marakwet residents a merry Christmas and best wishes for the
New Year 2016.

vaccine druges. PHOTO COURTESY
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Marakwet West launches 5-year
Strategic Plan to boost development
W

HON. WILLIAM KISANG
MP MARAKWET WEST CONSTITUENCY
Strategic
issues
Sports

Energy

Gender

Industry

Challenges
• Poor states of playing
field in schools
• Inadequate coaches
• Lack of support to
teams
• Lack of proper playing
materials and attire
• Lack of central public
fields to accommodate
games within the
county and outside
competitions
• Lack of programs to
support the talented
• Lack of funds for
teams to participate in
competitions

e
recently
launched
a strategic plan that
highlights the key strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats
in our constituency. It also gives the
political, economic, social, technological,
environmental and legal factors that may
impact on the constituency positively.
It is a five year plan committed to
development and guided by a sole vision
of an economically dynamic, modern
and socially stable constituency through
efficiently and effectively managing of all
our rich resources for improved standards
of living.
The main goals of our plan will be
achieved through transparent utilization
of public resources and providing equal
opportunities to all constituents to
participate in decision making.

Proposed interventions

• Lobby the county
government to Level
playing field in schools
• Hire trained coaches
• support organized
teams
• Kit leading teams

• Exploitation of talents
• Springing up of capable sports teams and
individuals
• Marakwet teams
competing in national
levels

• Continuous power
supply
• Increase use of solar
and biogas

• Lack of industries in the • Encourage investors to
constituency
put up factories.
• Promote local Jua kali
industry sector

• Creation of
employment
• Additional value for
produce
• Improvement in
economic status of
constituency

• Gender equality
• Improvement of
women status in the
constituency
• Improvement of
women reproductive
health

Challenges

Education

• Inadequate schools in
the constituency
• Lack of proper
equipment’s in schools
• Lack of adequate
teachers’ quarters
• Inadequate rooms for
study, administration
blocks and laboratories
• Poor states of playing
fields
• Lack of resource centers
in schools
• Low numbers of tertiary
institutions
• Inadequate sanitation
facilities in learning
institutions
• Understaffing in primary
and secondary schools
• Lack of adequate
funding of schools
• Lack of title deeds in
schools

Crop
Production

• Lack of adequate food
storage facilities
• Lack of educative
programs on adoption of
new farming methods
• Inadequate and
unreliable means of
transport
• Lack of affordable
financial aids for farmers
• Lack of proper soil
conservation methods
• Increase in land
fragmentation hence low
productivity
• High costs of farm
inputs
• Lack of market for farm
produce

Livestock
Production

• Very low use of Artificial Insemination by
farmers
• Poor and inaccessible
roads within the constituency
• Lack of coolers for milk
storage
• Poor disease control
methods at farm levels
• Lack of training and
information to farmers
on profitable livestock
farming
• Poor adoption to modern
technology due to poor
financial status
• Increase in prices of
livestock feeds

Expected result

• Low percentage of
• Promote use of
homes connected to
renewable energy
National power grid
• Support government
• Lack of power supply in program to electrify
most institutions
every institution and
• Overdependence of
homes
firewood as source of
• Lobby for a substation
energy
in the constituency to
• Frequent power failure
reduce power failure

• Female who are still
• Report facilitators of
keen to undergo FGM
FGM to the authorities
• Discrimination of
• Ensure affirmative
women in leadership
action on gender
positions
is followed in all
• Cultural beliefs on
appointments
economic empower• Create awareness on
ment that does not favor
equality in all genders
women

Strategic
issues

Proposed interventions

Expected result

• Increased enrollment in
• Employ more teachers
schools
in schools and construct
their quarters
• Improved students’
performance in national
• Construct more classexaminations
rooms, administration
• More opportunities to
blocks and laboratories
advance in education
• Construct modern and
equipped libraries
• Level playing fields and
provide relevant playing
equipments
• Acquire land title deeds
and expand existing
schools
• Provide healthy sanitation measures in schools
• Liaise with TSC to
support employment and
deployment of more
teachers
• Establish more academic
centers in the area
• Lobby for more funds
for schools
• Put up more tertiary
institutions
• Network farmers with
outside markets for their
produce
• Establish reliable food
storage facilities in the
constituency
• Sensitize community
on the disadvantages of
land fragmentation
• Provide grants to
farmers to boost their
financial requirements
• Provide subsidized farm
inputs
• Campaign and educate
farmers on soil
conservation methods
• Encourage farmers to
have own transport

• A more empowered
community
• Increased farm yields
• Readily available
markets for farm
produce
• Easy transportation of
produce to markets
• Increase in food security
• Reduced poverty levels

• Put up capacity
training centers in the
constituency for farmers
• Encourage adoption
of AI and construct
schemes to support the
same
• Carry out intensive and
extensive trainings
• Strengthen groups
on marketing of farm
products
• Provide credit facilities
to small scale farmers

• Increased dairy
production
• Improved breeds
• Faster movement of
dairy produce to markets
• Healthier and more
productive levels
• Increased incomes and
reduced poverty level
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Challenges

Proposed interventions

Expected result

• Lack of offices for chiefs
and sub-chiefs
• Lack of security lights in
the streets
• Inadequate distribution
of police lines in the
constituency
• Poor state of roads
hindering access of
the area by security
personnel
• Political interference on
recruitments, transfers
and promotions

• Establish more administrative offices
• Provide for stationery
and transportation for
administrative officers
• Provide motivation to
security personnel
• Construct more police
posts
• Invest more on security
by setting up police and
AP quarters funded by
CDF
• Advocate for more
deployment of security
officers

• Secure environment
for investment
• Peace and stability
• Improved and thriving
economy
• Good security to
everyone

• Inadequate health
centers and facilities
• Rampant increase in
HIV &AIDS infections
and other diseases like
malaria
• Inadequate ambulance
• Beliefs in traditional
herbs and religious
interventions instead of
medical attention
• Poor state of roads
hindering access to
health facilities
• Lack of housing for
health workers
• Lack of adequate drugs
in the health centers
• Harmful traditional
practices including
Female Genital
Mutilation

• Lack of training and
capacity building
• High interest on loans
• Mismanagement of
funds
• Reluctance of people to
join cooperative groups

• Consumption of untreated drinking and home
use water from natural
sources such as rivers
• Lack of water tanks in
most areas
• Improper waste and
sewer disposal in public
places
• Unclear regulations governing river bank protection
• Lack of knowledge on
effective management
and maintenance of water catchment areas
• Lack of adequate funds
to complete underway
projects
• Poor sanitation in institution

• Lack of capital to estabYouth
lish fish ponds
and
Empowere- • Lack of information on
fish farming
ment

• Lack of required storage
facilities due to perishability
• Lack of fish industries

• Provide relevant training
to individuals on water
management measures
• Harvest natural and
healthy water for home
use especially trapped
rain water
• Use gravitation pull for
supply of water
• Complete water projects
that have been started
• Plant trees that can best
conserve river banks in
the area

Youth
and
Women

ICT

• Construct more
• Reduced child
mortality rate
health centers in the
• Better health services
constituency
due to construction of
• Encourage more people
to go to VCT and
more health facilities
(PMTCT) Prevention
• Increased deliveries
under healthy and
of Mother To Child
skilled attendance
Transmission
• Seek deployment of
more health workers
• Ensure accessible
roads in and out of the
constituency
• Encourage proposals to
construction laboratories
and maternity wards
• Forms enthusiastic anti
FGM campaigns among
the people

• Establish proper
guidelines on use of
funds
• Train groups on
management of funds
• Encourage people on
borrowing of loans and
proper management
• Encourage constituents
to be members of
cooperatives

Strategic
issues

• Rise in number of
informed citizens
• Established
cooperative societies
• Educated cooperative
members
• Increased number of
cooperative societies
• Increased beneficiaries
of cooperative loans
• Protected water
sources
• Available, clean and
safe water
• Improved waste
disposal
• Healthier community
due to reduction in
waterborne diseases

Tourism

Proposed interventions

• Lack of jobs hence
idleness
• Lack of information on
empowerment
• Rising population of the
youths in the constituency
• Alcoholism and drug
abuse
• Poor access to information

• Allocate funds for youth
projects
• Lobby to ease loan
procedures for youth
groups
• Arrange forums for
the youth to learn on
responsible living

• A more responsible
youth generation
• More skilled and
informed youths
• Formation of more
youth groups.
• Increase in productive
and economically
empowered youths

• Purchase more
computers for public
institutions
• Introduce computer
lessons in all institutions
of learning
• Construct more ICT
centers
• Request mobile
providers to install more
boosters

• Easy marketing through
information technology
• Computer literate
society
• More professionals in
IT
• Ease in communication

• Poor road networks connecting the area to other
attraction sites
• Under-development of
touristic sites in the area
• Lack of marketing of
the sites
• Allocation of inadequate
funds to develop sites
• Hunting of wildlife due
to lack of protection

• Have funds to market
• Easy accessibility to
the sites
attraction sites
• Lobby the County
• Generate more
government to allocate
employment
• Increased revenues
adequate funds for
attraction development
from visits by tourists
• Fence and protect
tourists sites
• Develop of roads leading
to such sites

• Lack of professionals in
information technology
• Poor coverage of mobile
network
• Low use of internet by
the residents
• Lack of ICT resource
centers in the area
• Reluctance to adopt
new ICT skills by the
constituents
• High costs of internet
connection
• Lack of ICT lessons in
most institutions
• Lack of fiber connection

Environment • Land degradation and
soil erosion
• Deforestation due to
charcoal burning
• Disposal of waste in
rivers
• Change in climate
patterns

HIV/AIDs
and other
diseases

Poverty
• Educate residents on fish • Construction of more
farming
fish ponds
• Market fish for farmers
• Increased incomes
in the area
from fish farming
• Provide required storage • Presence of fish
facilities
factories
• Ensure aggressive marketing of fish products

Challenges

• Fear of visiting VCT
centres
• Stigmatization of infected persons in the society
• Misguided information
on HIV and AIDS transmission
• Lack of access to condoms
• Lack of access to retroviral drugs by infected
victims
• Unhealthy traditional
practices like unqualified
doctors in circumcision
• Lack of education
centers on sexual health
for youths and married
couples
• Rising rate of population
growth
• Poor infrastructure
• Harmful cultural practices and beliefs
• Lack of capital for
investments
• High rate of unemployment

Expected result

• Plant more trees in the
area
• Educate on proper
conservation
• Encourage alternative
sources of energy
• Establish rules and
regulations to govern
forests and punish
people cutting down
trees

••
Increased
productivity and
fertility of soil
••
Conserved
forests and general
environment

• Set up of more VCT
centers and health
education centers in the
constituency
• Ensure hospitals provide
ARVs to the infected
• Encourage circumcision
by qualified doctors
• Campaign against
stigmatization in the
society

• Acceptance of infected
persons in the society
• Reduction in the rates
of HIV infection
• Increased number of
informed persons and
general awareness on
health issues

• Encourage community
to embrace family
planning methods
• Provide for low interest
loans
• Educate people on
becoming potential
entrepreneurs
• Encourage constituents
to be hardworking

• A manageable
population
• Improved standard of
living
• Increase in selfemployment
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County residents happy with better
healthcare services, survey indicates

C

Client Satisfaction Survey 2014/15

By NELSON KIMELI

lient satisfaction in Elgeyo Marakwet
County now stands at 67% which is
slightly above the national target of
65%, a survey has revealed.
Improvements in staff recruitment, timely
remuneration and deployment are cited as
having contributed to improved access, quality
and safety of health services in county health
facilities.
Improving medicines availability at facility
level has raised community demand for facilityprovided health services. The burden of disease
and the health outcomes of the residents of
Elgeyo Marakwet County continue to improve
with the life expectancy which currently stands
at 62 years expected to increase.
The Department admitted approximately
22,334 patients to county health facilities and
managed 586,116 outpatients.
The number of emergency surgical cases
operated on within one hour was 824 which is
an improvement from the previous years and is
further expected to improve to reduce fatalities
especially from accidents. The ambulance
fleet received a boost by the addition of 5 new
ambulances to the current fleet and repair of
existing ambulances bringing the number of
operational ambulances to 10.
The sector has demonstrated good progress

Medical equipments for eye screening recently stocked at the County Referal Eye clinic in Iten.
PHOTO | LINUS SIELE

in immunization of children. The percentage
of children under one year immunized with
3rd dose of pentavalent vaccine now stands at
87.6 percent from 84.5 percent in 2013/14. The
percentage of one year old children immunized
against measles stands at 77 percent rising from
71.1 percent the previous year.
These achievements have been propelled
further through strengthening of existing KEPI
services following acquisition of cold chain

Deputry Governor
Gabriel Lagat
receives drugs to
be distributed to
various hospitals
and dispensaries in
the County.
PHOTO COURTESY

fridges for primary health care facilities. The
percentage of deliveries in health facilities is
still low (increased from 48.3 to 53.5 percent in
2014-15).
The percentage of pregnant women
attending at least 4 ANC sessions increased
only slightly from 28.7 to 29.3 percent. The
Contraceptive Prevalence Rate of 51.7 percent
is still below the county health target of 65
percent. Despite improved efforts at recruitment
and deployment, human resource constraints
(adequacy, distributional disparities and skills)
still adversely affect the delivery of quality
reproductive health services.
152 HIV+ pregnant mothers received
preventive ARV’s to reduce risk of mother to
child transmission (PMTCT) by the end of the
financial year. The mother to child transmission
rate was reduced to 0.6 per cent which is one
of the lowest in the country. The aim is that no
single child should contract HIV during and
after the birth process. The TB smear positive
cure rate reached 86 per cent. This is close to
the WHO target of 90 per cent. The TB defaulter
rate was less than one per cent.

The objective of the survey, commisioned by
the health department to gauge performance,
was to determine the level of client satisfaction
of health care services, establish the factors that
contribute to client satisfaction of health care
services, and to assess the utilization of health
care services in Elgeyo Marakwet County.
The study was a descriptive survey where
both qualitative and quantitative methods were
applied. The target population were clients
seeking health care services in Elgeyo Marakwet
health facilities. The tools that were used to
collect data were structured and non-structured
interview schedules and Questionnaires. The
methods of data collection included face to face
interview and questionnaire.
The health facilities for the study were
randomly sampled while Iten County Referral
Hospital (ICRH) was purposively sampled.
The data was cleaned coded and analysed
using Statistical Packages for Social Sciences
(SPSS). It was then analysed descriptively using
inferential statistics.
Iten County Referral Hospital (ICRH)
was purposively sampled since it is the only
referral hospital in the county. The sub county
hospitals, health centres and dispensaries were
selected using simple random sampling. The
following facilities were sampled: Keiyo North
(Iten CRH, Msekekwa, Kapchelal, Chegilet,
Anin, Kipsoen); Keiyo South (Emsea, Muskut,
Kaptagat, Chepkorio, Kaptarakwa, Kocholwo);
Marakwet West (Kapcherop, Kamoi, Chebiemit,
Matira, Cheptongei, Kapkata,); Marakwet East
(Tot, Kabetwa, Chesetan, Malkich, Chemworor,
Kamogo).
The study found out that two thirds (66.9%)
of the respondents gave high rating in their
level of satisfaction as either Excellent or Very
satisfied. Slightly less than a third (31%) gave
low rating of just being satisfied. Only 1.2% was
not satisfied at all. The respondents had different
reasons for choosing the facility. (61.2%) chose
the health facility because it was near; other
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County residents happy with better
healthcare services, survey indicates
Health Infrastructure
Improvement Highlights
2013/14 Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
main reasons given were that; medicine was
available; there was good attitude among staff
and less waiting time at the health facilities.
These findings indicate high levels of
satisfaction in health care services in EMC, but
it is important to note that some of the clients had
some bit of dissatisfaction while a few had total
dissatisfaction. The department of health has a
task to ensure these standards are maintained or
even kept higher. Close and frequent monitoring

Improving
medicines
availability
and medical
equipment at
facility level
has raised
community
demand
for facilityprovided
health
services within
the County

and evaluation of health service delivery
including more surveys in the future is necessary
in maintaining these standards.
Other recommendations include ensuring
adequate staffing to ensure the staff is always
available in the facility this will also assist
reduce waiting time since the staff will share
responsibilities. There is also need to equip
facilities especially in rural areas.

•

Constructed a Hospital Kitchen at Tot
Sub County
Constructed a Maternity Wing at Sisiya
Dispensary
Constructed an X-ray, Theatre and Septic
Tank at Tot Sub County Hospital
Constructed an Ablution Block at
Chebiemit Sub County Hospital
Constructed a Ward at Sergoit Dispensary
Constructed Public Toilets at Iten
Township
Constructed Tambach Sub County
Hospital Kitchen
Renovated Iten County Referral Hospital
Walkways
Renovated Iten County Referral Hospital
Ward 1 and Ward 2
Purchase of cleaning and cleansing
equipment for Solid Waste Management
Purchase of medical equipment, Hospital
linen and hospital beds

2014/15 Projects
•
•
•

Constructed Kaptarakwa Sub County
Theatre
Constructed
incinerators
at Tot,
Chepkorio,Tambach, Kamwosor and
Chebiemit Sub County Hospital
Constructed Chebiemit Sub County

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospital Kitchen
Constructed Kapcherop Health Centre
Ward and Septic Tank
Supply and Installation of Hospital
Kitchen Cooking Stoves/Jiko at
Tambach, Chebiemit and Tot Hospital
Constructed Kamwosor Theatre
•Constructed Iten County Referral
Hospital Theatre, Mortuary,
Purchased Medical Equipments
Constructed Kamoi Maternity Ward
Purchased of 5 Ambulances
Installed Dust Bins in various centres
across the county

Medical Supplies
•
•
•

2013/14 – 70 Million
2014/15 – 106 Million
2015/16 – 40 Million

Human Resource
•

•
•
•

Recruited 120 new staff and absorbed
all contractual health staff from the ESP
programme, Capacity and AMPATH in
2014/15
Recruited 14 new medical officers in
2015/16
Promoted 11 medical interns and 315
health personnel in 2015/16
Sponsored staff for further studies in
Master of Medicine and HND in Nursing
and Clinical Medicine courses
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Mombasa’s Sun & Sand Hotel joins list of partners
interested to establish Eco-lodge in Rimoi Reserve
We opened this
opportunity
to both local
and foreign
investors and we
encourage our
people in Elgeyo
Marakwet to also
take interest and
invest because
these projects
have guaranteed
returns on
investment.
-Kibosia
(Cec Tourism)

R

By LINUS SIELE

imoi National Reserve
is a tourist attraction site
and has been designated
a flagship project for the County
Government of Elgeyo Marakwet and
a potential tourist destination in the
North Rift region.
As the county government finalises
plans to reopen Rimoi to local and
foreign tourists, it has gone out
looking for investors willing to
put up hospitality facilities around
the reserve particularly eco-lodges
through a Public Private Partnership
(PPP).
This
effort by the county
government is bearing fruit as
investors including the Mombasa
based Sun and Sand Hotel Chain
visiting the proposed area and
expressing willingness to partner
with the County to establish the ecolodges.
“The county government contracted
a consultant who did a feasibility
study and even came up with a model
which will be used to construct the
eco-lodges,” said CEC Incharge of
Tourism Anne Kibosia.

The CEC said a manager from
Sun and Sand visited the County and
requested to be shown the proposed
site as did other investors. The site is
located inside the reserve which spans
66 square Kilometers.
“We opened this opportunity to
both local and foreign investors and
we encourage our people in Elgeyo
Marakwet to also take interest and
invest because these projects have
guaranteed returns on investment,”
said Kibosia.
The Rimoi Eco-lodge is a proposed
hotel, conference and accommodation
facility in the reserve.

Aim of the Eco-lodge Project

• To
Provide
adequate
accommodation for visitors who
visit Rimoi national reserve.
• To Provide high end visitor
accommodation and conferencing
services to be utilised by the
County government of Elgeyo
Marakwet during workshops,
trainings, seminars, committee
meetings ,induction and team
building.

• To expand the revenue stream for
the county through lease fees, bed
occupancy fees and other user
charges.
• To
generate
employment
opportunities.
• To spur economic development in
the Kerio Valley region.
• To tap into the rich culture of
Elgeyo Marakwet and empower
the community.

Importance to our County

The tourism Industry occupies a
central position in Kenya’s economy.
In 2013, the tourism industry generated
96.7 Billion. The industry has been
prioritized as a significant economic
growth sector as emphasized by
vision 2030 development blue print.
One of the most significant changes
introduced to Kenya‘s national
governance framework under the
Constitution of Kenya 2010 was the
creation of 47 county governments.
These governments are expected to
have sufficient revenue to enable
them to govern and deliver services
effectively to the citizens.
Tourism has extensive multiplier
effects owing to its forward and
backward linkages.
Tourism is a business activity
and Key sectors of the tourism trade
are restaurant and accommodation
services, amusement parks, resorts,
programmed event services, festivals,
cultural services, and camping sites.
Lines of business directly connected
to tourism include transport services
(transport of goods and passengers),
property and equipment maintenance,
the security business, the grocery
trade, curio trade, construction and
building
development
services,
information and communication

Tourism industry has been
prioritized as a significant
economic growth sector
as emphasized by vision
2030 development blue
print. The tourism Industry
occupies a central position
in Kenya’s economy. In
2013, the tourism industry
generated 96.7 Billion.

technology (ICT) services, the
production of foodstuffs, food
processing and waste management.
It therefore implies tourism is multisectoral in nature. Its development
stimulates other economic sectors.
The uptake of tourism investment in
Elgeyo Marakwet County is still very low
yet the county has enormous potential
in tourism. The growth of tourism and
its activities has a strong co-relation
between the bed capacity and the number
of visitors that can visit a destination.
The tourism sector in the past has not
received enough support to contribute
effectively as a revenue generation
activity and employment creation
because of the limited understanding,
underfunding and poor marketing of the
destination.
With the coming of the County
Government, attention has been drawn to
the identification of key potential tourism
attractions within the county such as
Rimoi National Reserve to be opened up
for tourists visitation.
The upgrading of infrastructure
facilities in the reserve such as opening
of roads, de-silting of Tabar dam,
hoisting of tourism signages, recruiting
of county warden and rangers as well
as enhancing the management of the
reserve in collaboration with the Kenya
Wildlife Service (KWS) and the national
government is a positive move in tapping
this potential.
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County wildlife conservation and
compensation committee inaugurated
By ISHMAEL CHELANGA

A

13 member committee
on County Wildlife
Conservation
and
Compensation has been appointed
and inaugurated.
The committee, under the
Chairmanship
of
Mr
John
Kendagor, was inaugurated by the
Governor H.E Alex Tolgos on 9th
December 2015. The committee
will play a key role in community
sensitization on conservation and
addressing issues of human wildlife
conflicts.
Elgeyo Marakwet County is well
endowed with wildlife with various
conservation areas such as Rimoi
National Reserve and the forests
that are part of the Cherangany
Hills.
The
inauguration
of
the
committee comes at a time
when many pending cases of
compensations have not been
addressed.
The county has 7
reported deaths, 116 reported

injury cases, 70 cases of predation
and 100 acres of crops destroyed
which the committee will address.
Many farmers especially along
Kerio river have lost their produce
through invasion by marauding
Jumbos which destroy crops as
they migrate from Rimoi National
Reserve to South Turkana National
Reserve. Complaints raised by
farmers include predation of their
livestock, destruction of agricultural
produce and competition for water.
Compensation exercise was
in the past being chaired by the
county commissioner but under
the new Wildlife Conservation
and Management Act of 2013,
the chairman is appointed by the
Cabinet Secretary.
The inauguration meeting, held
at the Governor’s boardroom,
brought together the national and
county government departments
with expertise in the areas where
conservation and wildlife conflicts
issues arise.

John Kendagor showcases his contract document after he was
appointed County Wildlife Conservation committee
chair
personchairperson. PHOTO | NELSON KIMELI

Committee’s
core duty
should be
to promote
conservation
efforts and
to encourage
community
participation
in
establishment
of
conservancies
as well as
protection
of the
environment
for wildlife.

The Governor advised the committee to conduct
their business in a transparent and fair manner. He
added that in their decision they needed to be firm
especially now that the compensation was increased
from fifty thousand (Ksh. 50,000) to three million
(ksh. 3,000,000) for injury and two hundred thousand
(ksh. 200,000) to five million (ksh. 5,000,000) for
death.
“This is a great challenge because unscrupulous
people will want to be compensated by creating
scenarios that are not true. Be impartial and persons
of integrity in addressing all cases,” said Tolgos.
He added that the committee’s
core duty
should be to promote conservation efforts and to
encourage community participation in establishment
of conservancies as well as protection of the
environment for wildlife.
Kendagor said the committee would strive to offer
dedicated service and build a proper foundation
being the first committee in the County. He added
that apart from conservation efforts, the team would
work to expeditiously clear all pending cases for

compensation.
“As a committee and function of KWS, we
will be seeking to participatory endeavors and
facilities in the operation of our work. As a
beginning, we will work tirelessly to explain
our roles and functions to the community on the
understanding and importance of our wildlife
resource and heritage,” he added.
The wildlife Conservation and Management
Act 2013, Section 18, established a County
Wildlife Conservation and Compensation
Committee.
The committee consists of—
1. a chairperson appointed by the Cabinet
Secretary through a competitive process,
who shall have at least five years experience
in wildlife conservation and management;
2. a representative of the county government;
3. an agricultural officer based in the county;
4. a land use planning officer responsible for
the county;
5. a livestock officer responsible for the
county;
6. the officer of the Service for the county who
shall be the secretary;
7. four persons not being public officers
knowledgeable in wildlife matters and
nominated by the community wildlife
associations within the area through an
elective process; a medical officer for health
for the county; and
8. the officer in-charge of the county police
matters; and
9. the county environment officer.

•
•
•

•

•

Committee Roles in Summary

Promote and monitor wildlife
Conservation and Benefits
Be a forum for Arbitration & Resolution
of Human/Wildlife Conflicts
Participate in County Land use
planning and Ecosystem policy making
with specific interest in wildlife dispersal
areas and corridors
Monitor conditions and compliance
of granted permits in Wildlife user
rights both the non-consumptive and
consumptive.
Cooperation with all concerned
wildlife conservation and compensation
state and non-state stakeholders.
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Big boost as Tourism Ministry gives
County ksh 80 million for cable car

T

The cable cars
will link Elgeyo
Marakwet and
Baringo Counties
and it will be very
easy to move
tourists and local
people across
the valleys and
escarpments.
We want to the
next cable car
destination in
Africa after South
Africa
~Governor Tolgos

By LINUS SIELE

he State through the Ministry
of Tourism has approved the
County Government’s plan to
put up a sh 1 billion cable car along the
county’s breathtaking escarpment .
This follows a visit by the then Tourism Minister Phyllis Kandie to the County during which she supported the county
plans for the cable car terming the project
as viable and would contribute to Kenya’s
efforts to woo tourists to the country.
The County has been developing the
cable car themed tourism facility that will
exploit the scenic and captivating beauty
of Kerio Valley and open up the county
locally and internationally.
Governor Alex Tolgos revealed that the
ministry had allocated the County sh 80
million for feasibility surveys and placing
an international tender for the establishment of the cable car.
“I wish to thank the ministry for believing in this plan and supporting us. We
know the new Tourism Minister Najib
Balala will continue from where Madam
Phyllis left and help us make this project
a reality,” he said.
Tolgos said the wider plan is to have
more than four cable cars moving across
the escarpments overlooking the Kerio
Valley upto Baringo County.
“The cable cars will link Elgeyo Marakwet and Baringo Counties and it will be
very easy to move tourists and local people across the valleys and escarpments.
We want to the next cable car destination
in Africa after South Africa,” he added.

Cable Car value to County

The coming up of a cable car in the
Kerio Valley will be of added value and
greater advantage since there is none in
the region.
The county has three ecological zones
which include the highlands, the escarpment and the valley with its magnificent
view. There is need for a cable car to improve the communication between the
different zones and at the same time experience the amazing Kerio Valley rugged
terrain.

This will facilitate:

• Unlocking the tourism potential in
The county of Champions.
• Enhance competitiveness of the
County with regard to adventure tourism.
• Creation of new job opportunities and
empowering communities that own
the surrounding land.
• Multiplier effect within the local and
regional economy.
Preliminary research studies undertaken by the County indicate that this facility
will play a major role in generating tourism demand to the area as well as enhancing the tourist experience.
The County is working hand in hand
with the national government (Ministry

of Tourism) in carrying out the feasibility
study of the cable car in the same region.
The purpose of the study will be to
gauge the need, viability, infrastructure
requirements, product offering, potential
market support, forecast usage, preferred
locations, costs and multiplier effects of
the cable car project.
It is also desired that the project be implemented using a public private partnership (PPP) model.

Objectives

The purpose of this study is two-fold:
1. To identify the location with the
highest potential for cable car project development; and
2. Develop a PPP cable car project
to enable private sector be invited
to bid for its implementation and
operation.
Scope of work to be undertaken
In order to fulfill the study objectives
and deliver key outputs, an indicative project task list is as follows:
Ranking Criteria
The consultant will begin by developing the criteria for ranking the attractiveness of potential locations for cable car
themed tourism within Kerio Valley.
Project Site
By using the ranking criteria, the consultant will identify the best location from
amongst the various potential sites in the
valley.
Analysis of Pilot Project
The consultant will undertake feasibility analysis of the cable car project, by
undertaking the tasks herein.
Demand for usage of the Cable Car
The study will expand and test the analyses of the current and future passenger
markets for the project by assessing and
stress testing the accuracy of trade predictions and forecast growth and the assumptions made in developing these fore.
Engineering Assessment
The study will assess the engineering
requirements for the construction of the
project. The tasks include the following:
•
Identification of any alignment
options and recommend an optimal alignment
•
Definition of the design of the Cable Car and associated infrastructure, including stations, lodges
and hiking trail etc.
•
Conduct a Geo-Technical Survey
to ascertain the soil/rock formation to hold foundations for proposed towers and stations.
•
• Assessment of effect of any additional structures on towers including but not limited to erection
of advertising screens and broadcasting antennas.
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All is set for official opening
of Rimoi National Reserve
T

By LINUS SIELE

he much awaited official reopening of the refurbished
Rimoi National Reserve will now be done early next
year as Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) completes
plans to restock the reserve with wildlife.
KWS Warden Incharge of Elgeyo Marakwet, Mr Dominic
Kilonzo, said a team of scientists from the KWS headquarters
had visited the reserve and carried out a study to establish the
kind of animals that can be brought to Rimoi.
“They finished their study and recommended that giraffes,
buffalos, water bucks, zebras, impalas and antelopes among
other wildlife be brought to Rimoi,” he explained.
Kilonzo however said the researchers also established that
Rimoi share the same eco-system with Kapnarok area including
Lake Kapnarok, which is on the Baringo County side.
“You cannot control wildlife, they will want to graze past
the Rimoi boundaries so the researchers recommended that we
incorporate Baringo County in our plans to bring the wildlife.
This process is the one that has delayed relocation of the
animals,” he said.
Kilonzo however said that together with the County
Department of Tourism, they had visited Baringo County for
talks into merging the eco-system and expressed optimism that
Baringo would play their role expeditiously.
Tourism CEC Anne Kibosia said Elgeyo Marakwet and
Baringo are good neighbours and said she would work closely
with her counterpart in Baringo to ensure that a deal is struck on
the creation of a joint eco-system.

The
infrastructure
and human
resourcer put
in platce by the
Tourism ministry
to ensure the
successful
running of Rimoi
National Reserve.
PHOTO S|
EMMANUEL TALEL
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“This will involve continued dialogue particularly with
wananchi on the ground so that we are all united in this plan to
bring tourists to Rimoi and Kapnarok. We urge all stakeholders
to support these efforts because we all stand to gain when tourists
flock these tourist attractions in the valley,” said Kibosia.

Other Tourist attractions

The County’s Tourism department has mapped most tourism
sites, opened roads
leading to sites like the Kureswo hotsprings, Kipkabus and
Kiplachoch and has developed a documentary capturing tourist
attraction areas in the County.
The County also has tapped the opportunities of our dams as
tourism sites. Along Tabar dam within Rimoi, watch towers have
been constructed to allow for a beautiful scenic view of the dam
inhabited by the white crocodiles.
The crocodile camp site along River Kerio has a beautiful
sandy bank which provides a spectacular place to do fishing, a
scenic view of the sun as it rises and sets behind the escarpments
and suitable for bush dinners and parties.
Sensitization meetings for hoteliers, paragliders and
community on protection of wildlife in Kerio Valley in
collaboration with Baringo County has been conducted to ensure
realization of the potential benefits the County is able to realize
through tourism.
Further, the County has recruited a chief warden and a team of
rangers to enhance sensitization and manage the game reserve.
This is in addition to activities held and meant to market the
tourism potentials in our County, Rimoi game reserve has hosted
a Jumbo Charge in Rimoi organized by Bundu Rovers and the
county to raise funds and for conservation of the park.

The various
infrastructural
developments
done at the Rimoi
National Reserve.
The reserve will
be a key revenue
earner for the
County through
tourism.
PHOTO S|
EMMANUEL TALEL
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A total of 64,000 residents will benefit from supply of the precious commodity

Sabor water project
to be complete in
October next year

R

By VINCENT BARTOO

esidents of Iten and Tambach have only
months to wait before clean and fresh
water flows through their taps when the
Sabor Water Project is commissioned in October
next year.
The project is set to elevate the status of both
Iten and Tambach towns and make them attractive
for business. Lack of clean and reliable water has
for long hampered the growth of the towns.
Already, the County has added other benefits to
the two towns by establishing street lights for Iten
and re-carpeting the tarmac road passing through
Tambach township.
“Work is almost half way through and we are
certain, the project will be completed within the
stipulated period and that is October next year,”
said CEC Incharge of Water, Land and Natural

Resources, Eng Simion Kiplagat.
The CEC said residents should expect a lot of
benefit once the project is complete citing reduced
costs of water since the water will be flowing from
Sabor by gravity.
The Iten Water Services Company (ITWASCO)
Chairman, Dr Christopher Saina, said the project is
set to cut the costs of the Company by 70 percent
thus lowering the cost of water to be charged on
consumers.
“We have been using a lot of money especially
on electricity costs pumping the water that is
consumed in Iten. Things are however set to
change for the better once the Sabor water project
is commissioned,” said Dr Saina.
Belgian Ambassador to Kenya, Roxane de
Bilderling, has twice visited the project on a
The Sabor
Water Project at
various levels of
development. The
project is being
implemented
with support from
Belgium government
and Rift Valley Water
Services Company.
The company
recently donated
a vehicle for use
in water resiurces
management.
PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL

guided tour by area Governor Alex Tolgos and
announced possibilities of extending the project
to reach more people.
Bilderling said Belgium funded the project
as part of its contribution to the success of
devolution in Kenya adding that her government
would also support counties in other sectors of
the economy.
She appreciated the speed at which the
project had commenced saying the target of
completing it next year will be realised.
The Ambassador later led Belgium’s
Secretary of State for Foreign Trade, Mr Pieter
De Crem, on a visit to the project hosted by
Governor Tolgos. Both expressed willingness
to further expand the project to reach more
beneficiaries.
“Our Government is glad to have been part
of this project that will transform the lives of
many residents in this County. We will continue
working together to ensure access to clean
water further spreads in Elgeyo Marakwet,”
said De Crem.
While thanking Belgium for the generous
support, the Governor assured them that the
County Government would maintain the
project after completion to ensure reliable
steady supply of water.

“We are also very happy that you are
considering further support to us to further
supply water to residents that will still have
not been reached by piped water. We in Elgeyo
Marakwet value such partners as you,” Tolgos
said.
The Governor further appreciated the fact
that the project had created employment to
locals around the jurisdiction of the project.
In 2013, the Governor and Senator
Kipchumba Murkomen travelled to Belgium to
facilitate necessary talks and approvals to pave
way for the project to start. Several months
later in 2014, the Sabor Water project was born.
Aspac International based in Belgium in
association with H.P Gauff Ingenieure are
the contractors of the project which started in
March 2014.
Aspac CEO, Mr Jacques Massart, said the
water from the project will flow by gravity
and will be supplied to an estimated 64,000
residents of Iten, Tambach and outlying areas.
“Upon completion of the project, we shall
connect 30,000 people immediately with water
while the rest will be connected by the local
water service provider whom we will hand over
the project,” said Massart.
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County begins spatial planning
of towns starting with Iten
S

By KEN SHOLLEI

patial Planning is an instrument of
realizing the societies’ aspirations as
expressed through the constitution,
the County Governments Act and Vision 2030
and the Elgeyo Marakwet County Integrated
Development Plan (CIDP).
“Space is critical for any form of development
and hence the need spatial planning of Iten to
ensure that there is harmony in development,”
said CEC Incharge of Land and natural
Resources Eng Simion Kiplagat.
He said that land is the primary natural
resource which can be adequate if and when
humans share and use well without selfish socio
– economic and political interests adding that the
realization of socio- economic transformation is
founded on key resources among them land.
“It is therefore envisaged that the spatial
planning of Iten will have greater impact on the
socio economic development of the people of
Iten and Elgeyo Marakwet County at Large,”
said Kiplagat.
The department of Lands and Physical
planning in the financial year 2014/2015
contracted a consultant to do the proposed
spatial planning. The report was subjected to
public participation for Iten town stakeholders
to give their input.
“We will subject all these proposals to the
necessary stages of approval by all relevant
bodies before we can start implementing the
final plan to make Iten a model town that can
further attract investment,” added Kiplagat.
Constitutional, Policy and Legislative
Framework for Iten Town Planning
Iten Town Integrated Spatial Development
Plan has been prepared in conformity with
the Constitution of Kenya 2010, County
Government Act 2012, Urban Areas and Cities
Act 2011 and other application laws. Article 184
of the Constitution creates framework for urban
governance and management in the country.
Both Urban Areas and Cities Act and County
Government Act elaborate the operational
levels of article 184 of the Constitution. Both
legislations compel County Governments to
prepare spatial plans for urban areas and cities.
Therefore, the Iten plan has been prepared in
conformity with the Constitution and applicable
laws and it will contribute towards the realization
of the Constitution and Vision 2030 objectives.
Vision, Mission, Principles and Objectives of
Iten Town Plan
Vision: To be a competitive and attractive
sports town

2.

3.

An aerial view of Iten
town. The spatial
planning of the town
was subjected to
public partcipation
for the Iten town
stakeholders to give
their input.
PHOTO COURTESY

Mission: To facilitate
sustainable
urban
development of the town
by tapping into abundant sports talents, beautiful
landscape and agriculturally rich hinterland.

Objectives

1. To ensure effective and efficient governance
and management of Iten town;
2. To promote development of adequate
infrastructure and services in the town;
3. To facilitate development of sports and
sports-led tourism in the town;
4. To support development of agriculture and
livestock in the County; and
5. To ensure proper integration of natural
environment in the development of Iten town.
Principles
The town plan is anchored on the following
planning and visioning principles
of: Good urban governance;
Competitiveness;
Connectivity;
Inclusivity; Equity; Liveability,
and Environmental sustainability.
Proposed Boundaries of the
New Iten
The proposed New Iten town
will cover an area of 189.11km2
covering Kamariny Ward, parts
of Kapchemutwa Ward, and parts
of Tambach Ward of Keiyo North

Constituency of Elgeyo Marakwet County. The
town has a total of 15 sub-locations - 7 are in
Kapchemutwa, 5 in Kamariny and 3 in Tambach.
The town borders Uasin Gishu to the West and
Baringo County to the Eastern side spreading to
the North.
Demographics of the New Iten Town
While the present old town has a population
of 7,500 people, the expanded Iten town will
have a base population of approximately 46,998
people. Majority of the population living within
the town are of the Kalenjin ethnic community,
especially Keiyo and Marakwet, with a small
proportion of the population consisting of
individuals from other ethnic communities in
Kenya and those from foreign countries. The
population growth rate of Iten town between
1999 and 2009 was projected to be 2.7% which
was slightly below the national population
growth rate of 3.2%. Projections indicate that
the current population of Iten Town will double
by 2039 –four years after the planning horizon
of 2035 if the current growth rate is maintained.
This calls for planning and provision of basic
infrastructure and services, employment
opportunities and social amenities.
1.

Social Amenities in Iten Town
Educational Facilities: Education is
an important social pillar and a key

4.

5.

determinant of social progress. The
formal education system in Iten Town
covers early childhood, primary schools,
secondary schools, and tertiary education.
Besides, there is informal education system
that takes care of children with special
needs. The town lacks technical training
institutions making it difficult to locally
produce skilled manpower. The township
has a village polytechnic, a medical training
college (MTC) and teachers training college
(TTC). The county does not have a national
polytechnic and a university.
Health Facilities : Health services in Iten
town is provided by both public and private
sectors. The town has one Level Five
Hospital and lower level service providers,
i.e. health centres, dispensaries and clinics.
Water Supply and Sanitation: ItenTambach Water and Sanitation Company
(ITWASCO) is the licensed water service
provider in Iten Town and its environs.
ITWASCO is a corporate entity established
in 2008 under the Companies Act (Cap 486)
of the laws of Kenya. The approved supply
areas are Kapkonga, Anin, Chebokokwa,
Kiptabus, Sergoit, Katalel, Kessup, Iten
Township, Tambach and Kapterik. The
current supply capacity is 1120 M3 /day,
from Yokot wier reservoir, Kamariny
weir reservoir, Chebokokwo borehole and
Tambach spring. The Belgium Government
is currently undertaking construction
of Sabor water supply. This is a gravity
system and the ultimate production (2033
horizon) is 4,280m3/day. The new supply
from Sabor will not cover the entire town
and may not be adequate in the longer term
which is projected to hit 7,419m3/day.
Sports and Amusement: Currently Iten
town does not have a well-developed public
park or designated space for a park. Earlier
efforts to create space for such activities
have not been successful since those
plans were not approved and the land use
patterns in those sites were later changed
or land grabbed. Creation of parks have
been further been complicated by lack of
a comprehensive spatial plan. Iten Town
is celebrated as home of champions. This
is largely because it has produced a large
number of world marathon record holders.
Iten town is home to two major sporting
activities-athletics and the emerging
paragliding game in town. However, the
town does not have a properly developed
stadium, running track, and play grounds.
Roads, Transportation and Communication: The transportation infrastructure and
facilities in most parts of Iten town are both
unplanned and under-developed and therefore in poor state. Except for Road C51
(Eldoret-Iten-Tambach-Kabarnet), and to
some extent Road D329 (Iten-Singore-Chebiemit-Bugar), the roads are generally in
poor condition. The major modes of telecommunication in Iten Town are by use of
mobile phones. Iten town is also served by
several radio and Television communication.
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Assembly launches
it launches model
and Marakwet local authorities and these had
to be realigned to fit the new county assembly
structure.
The assembly comprises of 20 elected
members and 10 who are nominated under the
leadership of the Speaker and professional staff
who serve under the guidance of the Clerk to the
Assembly.
“One of the immediate tasks included setting
up of firm foundational systems and structures

T

By OLIVER KIPLIMO

he newly refurbished County
Assembly Chambers were
officially opened in a colourful
ceremony that also marked the launch
of its strategic plan.
The assembly initiated several
modern infrastructural developments.
These include construction of perimeter
wall, gate, sentry, an ongoing cafeteria
project, ward offices and refurbishment
of its chambers.
Senate Speaker Ekwee Ethuro
presided over the launch of the
Chambers as Chief Guest and lauded
the strides made by the Assembly in
modernizing the House.
“First, I want to appreciate the fact
that you are not extravagant and used
the little resources to renovate your
chambers instead of building a new
one. The Chambers are modern and
are not different from the Chambers we
have at the Senate and for this I want
to congratulate the Elgeyo Marakwet
Assembly for a job well done,” he said.
The new Chambers are said to be the
among the top two in the country with
an automated system of conducting
House business including voting,
getting the Speaker’s attention and
recording House attendance.
Ethuro said Elgeyo Marakwet
was one among the model county
assemblies in the Country which had
not only modernized its assembly to

full parliamentary status but had also
ensured its legislative role was one to
be emulated.
“This assembly was the first to come
up with laws that are now being copied
by other assemblies such as the Public
Participation Act and the Alcohol
Drinks Control Act,” he said.
He described the leadership of the
Assembly led by Speaker Albert Kochei
as visionary noting that the Strategic
Plan had best captured the direction
all assemblies should take given that
devolution was here to stay.
Kochei thanked Ethuro for being
among the people the Assembly looked
up to for guidance even as they sought
to be among the best assemblies in the
discharge of their duties.
Governor Alex Tolgos, who also
attended the event, said the refurbished
Assembly marks a major milestone and
was testament of dedicated leadership
and progressive thinking by members.
“I am full of pride with the great
achievements this assembly has attained
despite having no prior parliamentary
experience and the little financial
resources our County receives,” he said.
Tolgos added that the Assembly
had not only created an assembly with
full parliamentary status but you have
also broken fresh ground in legislating
progressive laws that now informs our
County’s roadmap to prosperity.
The County Assembly inherited
assets and staff from the defunct Keiyo

for the new County Assembly. We had to lay the
foundation in everything,” said Kochei.
The assembly also set up a County Assembly
Service Board whose role it is to supervise and
formulate operational policies that guide the
House in the discharge of its overall mandate.
“Staff employed at the assembly were
competitively recruited to ensure their
competencies suited the needs of the House
in offering professional support to members.
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strategic plan as
new chambers

Strategic plan to
define next stage of
development

T

By NELSON KIMELI

We are the first Assembly that has fully
professionalised its staff,” said the Speaker.
The journey to establish a fully fledged
assembly was no easy task and it required
support from partners in building the capacity
of members and staff through various training.
Through continous capacity building, the
assembly has been able to legislate progressive
motions and bills that have been passed into
law. Members are today better equipped to
conceptualize issues such as the budgeting
process in a robust manner.
“I take note of the fact that we have done a
lot of training and I want to thank among others
the Centre for Parliamentary Studies Training
(CPST) for facilitating this,” added Kochei.
The assembly, through the Speaker, also
worked to ensure that the House was fully
autonomous to enable it discharge its duties
independently. This included financial
independence.
Members of the County Assembly have also
prioritized their representation roles, always
ensuring the concerns and aspirations of their
constituents get preference on the floor of the
House.
“This assembly has further prioritized the
concerns and aspirations of the electorate
quite impeccably, with issues concerning them
always finding priority on the floor of the house
through memoranda with resultant solutions,”
said Governor Tolgos.
On its oversight role, the assembly has
continued to discharge its duty efficiently
and impartially while maintaining a cordial
relationship with the Executive.
“This has allowed the county government
to implement its development agenda steadily,
without the usual conflicts and stalemates
witnessed in other parts of the country,” added
the Governor.

The Speaker attributed this to a decision the
Executive and the Assembly took to work in
a complimentary manner without antagonizing
one another and in the end affecting service
delivery to wananchi.
“In short, we decided that we were going to
disagree to agree and that is the main reason
we have enjoyed stability in this County. We
do not take anything personal. Members are
very thorough in their oversight role but we do
it fairly,” said Kochei.
Elgeyo Marakwet County Assembly was
the first assembly in Kenya to have passed
the Public Participation Act, a move that
has received accolades and ensured the
participation of the electorate in the county
governance.
“Since the enactment of the Public
Participation Act, the assembly has also led
by example by engaging in public outreach
and engagement, before making decisions or
passing laws affecting local residents,” said.
The assembly has also adopted technology
in the day to day running of its affairs, ensuring
professional, timely and paperless discharge of
duties by both members and staff.
The assembly has however had its fair share
of challenges, but with closer collaboration
with the Executive and development partners,
things are looking up.
Three years down the line, the Elgeyo
Marakwet County Assembly has clearly made
strides. It is evident that its vision to be a model
County Assembly in the country is steadily
being realized.
“We have a dream and a vision of ensuring
that we build a multi-million administration
block among other legislative developments.
Iam aware that we have less than two years
before our term comes to an end, but the
journey towards this continues,” he said.

he County Assembly
of Elgeyo/Marakwet
Strategic Plan (20132017) defines its path, destiny
and the journey. The plan will
help assembly be more focused.
It will help it harness the limited
resources and direct the energies
to what is most important.
This Assembly is the fountain
of democracy and focal point of
all County activities. It plays a
pivotal role in ensuring good
governance of the County.
The Strategic Plan outlines the
objectives and activities that
will guide it in deepening its
legislative assembly culture and
improving the administrative
mechanisms of the institution
to better serve the people of
Elgeyo/Marakwet
County
(EMC).
The Plan contains a clear
Vision, Mission and Core Values
for the county Assembly as well
as a set of Strategic Objectives.
County Assemblies are facing
a myriad of challenges in their
independence and autonomy in
order to exercise their oversight
roles.
The Strategic Plan has
suggested numerous activities
to support empowerment of
Members of County Assemblies
in order to enact relevant
legislations to consolidate
efforts to improve the lives of
the people of Elgeyo/Marakwet
County.
The Strategic Plan transcends
election in 2017. This is

deliberate. The plan is designed
to transcend the political cycle
as it is not merely a political
tool, but an organizational
instrument that seeks to define
the path of the institution into
the future.
For
purposes
of
Accountability,
Monitoring
and Evaluation, there shall
be a concrete implementation
framework with realistic annual
work plans for the Assembly
as a whole as well as specific
annual departmental work
plans.
The Assembly Board has
endeavoured to ensure that it
programs the House works in
such a manner that it captures
and fulfils the aspirations of
the great people of Elgeyo/
Marakwet County.
The Strategic Plan therefore
serves to ensure that the County
Assembly is in a position
to respond to the myriad
issues affecting the people of
Elgeyo/Marakwet County. As
commonly called, we are the
County of Champions; the
Assembly focus is to ensure
that we channel our resources
towards the realization of this
dream.
Despite the challenges and
the hurdles, we continue to
hold the hope and maintain
our dreams and belief in the
promise of the Constitution of
Kenya 2010, which provides
for an effectively devolved
governance structure delivering
for the people of Elgeyo/
Marakwet County.

The Assembly leadership
wishes to recognize the role
that the County Executive,
Assembly Leadership, Staff
and other development partners
e.g. International Republican
Institute (IRI), SUNY-Kenya,
Center for Parliamentary Studies
Training (CPST), Parliamentary
Service Commission (PSC),
Kenya School of Government
(KSG), USAID and the County
Religious Organizations have
played in ensuring that the
Assembly functions in a manner
that promotes the rule of law in
line with the tenets of the new
constitutional dispensation.
Together we have and
continue to make substantial
contribution
in
engraining
devolved
governance
into
institutions rather than into
offices.
The spirit of constitutionalism
and the rule of law in our
County is the key to successfully
achieving
progress.
The
County
Assembly
Service
Board
(CASB)
recognizes
the importance of working
with other state and non-state
institutions to build a better and
secure county.
The Assembly reiterates its
commitment to the effective
execution of its mandate to
ensure that devolution delivers
its promise to the people of
Elgeyo/Marakwet County.
For more details about the
strategic plan visit the County
Assembly website
www.emca.or.ke
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Pictorial of the County Assembly Strategic Plan launch and opening of its renovated chambers
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Defining the oversight role
of the County Assembly

“

By TIMOTHY KIPCHUMBA TOROITICH

We are certain that if our elected
representatives, in all the spheres of
governance, maintain close contact with
the people, they will themselves contribute
significantly to the achievement of the
national objective of accelerating the
improvement of the quality of life of the
people, by properly discharging their
oversight function over the executive
authorities in all spheres of government.
Strong parliamentary oversight and
scrutiny regimes are an essential part
of combating corruption and promoting
good governance generally, indeed they
may be seen as an essential component
of such aims. It is increasingly being
recognised that effective parliamentary
oversight depends upon an active
committee system within the Parliament
that allows members to penetrate below
the surface of government administration
and to make accountability real by
promoting direct interaction between
elected legislators and civil service”
- Address by President Mbeki to the
National Council of Provinces, 1999
County Assembly is usually referred
to as the legislative branch of a county
government. In John Locke’s model of
the separation of powers, the legislative
and executive powers are to be separated.
Legislation is to prescribe rules and the
power of execution, and the executive is
subordinate and accountable to the County
Assembly. As the body that represents
the people, a County Assembly is called
upon to see to it that the administration
of public policy reflects and meets the
people’s needs. It is charged with the
mandate of ensuring that there is effective
governance within the Counties.

Constitutional context

In August 2010, Kenyans promulgated
a new constitution which, among other
things, devolved political, fiscal and
administrative powers from the national
government to 47 counties. The 2010
Constitution radically altered the Kenyan
constitutional system from a dysfunctional
hybrid of the British parliamentary and
the American presidential systems to an
explicitly presidential system, though
some scholars have maintained the
argument that the Kenyan Constitutional
system has not actually changed as it
has retained the dysfunctional hybrid
of the British parliamentary and the
American presidential systems, this
however remains an area of debate for
constitutional law experts. What is not in
doubt, however, is that the new system is
a radical break from what we have had:
a president with an electoral mandate

independent of the electoral mandate of
parliament; a bicameral parliament with
a National Assembly with representatives
chosen
from
single
member
constituencies supplemented by special
seats for discrete and insular groups that
are traditionally under-represented and
a Senate that represents counties. These
changes mean that the use of the tools and
mechanisms that Parliament uses to hold
government to account must also change.
The tools for parliamentary scrutiny of
the executive under the new constitution
are a combination of some old and new
tools.
Unlike other countries where the
devolution process of the three powers
has been sequentially attained, in Kenya
the experience has been a ‘big bang’
where the three types of decentralisation
were achieved at once with the ratification
of the constitution.

Defining Oversight

In
systems
of
representative
government like Kenya’s, politicians
elected by the people to represent them are
expected to oversee the way government
implements policy and spends tax revenue.
The executive is accountable to elected
politicians – the legislature– for fulfilling
its responsibilities. Thus, ‘oversight’ and
‘accountability’ are two sides of the same
coin – the accountability of the executive
to the legislature is enforced when the
legislature exercises oversight over it and
scrutinises executive action.
John Stuart Mill (1861:104) a
renowned British philosopher, political
economist and civil servant who was an
influential contributor to social theory,
political theory and political economy
in an Article; STRENGTHENING
LEGISLATIVE OVERSIGHT IN THE
PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACIES
by CHEN FRIEDBERG (ISRAEL
DEMOCRACY
INSTITUTE)
&
REUVEN Y. HAZAN (HEBREW
UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM) is
quoted as having said the following:
“The proper office of a representative
Assembly is to watch and control the
government: to throw the light of publicity
on its acts; to compel a full exposition and
justification of all of them which anyone
considers questionable; to censure them
if found condemnable, and, if the men
who compose the government abuse
their trust, or fulfill it in a manner which
conflicts with the deliberate sense of the
nation, to expel them from office……..…”
The
concept
of
“legislative
oversight” interested thinkers already

“

A County
Assembly,
while
respecting
the principle
of the
separation
of powers,
may
exercise
oversight
over the
County
executive
committee
and any
other
County
executive
organs
~Section
185(3)
of the
Constitution
of Kenya

centuries ago. In the 18th
century,
Montesquieu
(1748)
determined
that
the legislative branch in a
free country should have
the option to scrutinize in
what way its laws were indeed being
implemented. More than a century later,
John Stuart Mill emphasized that the
legislative branch’s job was primarily to
oversee the government. Montesquieu
and Mill recognized, therefore, the basic
objectives behind legislative oversight:
transparency and accountability – to shed
light on the government’s actions and to
hold it accountable to the legislature, and
through it to the citizens.
Increasingly, attention is being
focused on the roles of County Assembly
committees, and notably their oversight
role, whereas formerly discussion tended
to focus on the legislative output of
committees. Some County Assemblies
have permanent committees which
are involved in both law-making and
oversight; others do not. The powers of
County Assembly committees also differ.
Some County Assemblies make more
use of ad hoc committees of inquiry than
others do. In many County Assemblies,
permanent committees oversee the
programmes of the corresponding
government departments, including from
the budget and gender perspectives.
Committees of inquiry can be established
to examine the positive and negative
aspects of particular policies and to
pursue the responsibility of the officials
in charge.
Reports
of
County Assembly
committees are the primary vehicle for
formulating recommendations to the
government. Committees are also an
entry point for citizens’ involvement in
County assembly business through public
participation. Experts can be heard in or
become advisers to County Assembly
committees. Committees can invite
interested parties to hearings or invite
members
The Oversight role of the County
Assemblies in Kenya stems from Article
185 of the Constitution of Kenya which
states that a county assembly, while
respecting the principle of the separation
of powers, may exercise oversight over
the county executive committee and any
other county executive organs.
Section 185(3) provides in clear terms
as follows;
“A County Assembly, while respecting
the principle of the separation of powers,
may exercise oversight over the County

executive committee and any other
County executive organs.”
The sovereign people of Elgeyo/
Marakwet County in exercising their
democratic right and pursuant to the
provisions of Article 1 of the Constitution
chose to donate their powers Under
Article 1(2) of the constitution to the
honourable MCAs, at the ward level, to
exercise them on their behalf.
In donating those powers, the sovereign
people would always want the people to
whom those powers were donated to, to
act in their best interest, and in particular
in the performance of their functions,
which include; Representation, Oversight
and legislation.
In exercising the oversight role as
provided for under Article 185(3) of the
constitution, the County Assembly is
presumed to be acting in the best interest
of the people.
Among the constitutional organs
vested with the power to exercise
sovereign power, it is only parliament
and the legislative assemblies that have
been given the sole power to exercise
oversight.
The wisdom that informs the
above proposition is that the County
assemblies have been given express
powers to perform oversight functions
and to check against the excesses of the
County executive and its organs by the
constitution through the sovereign power
of the people
The County Assembly oversight
function is one of the cornerstones
of democracy. Oversight is a means
for holding the executive accountable
for its actions and for ensuring that
it implements policies in accordance
with the laws and budget passed by the
County assembly The robust monitoring
of the executive by the assembly is an
indicator of good governance. Besides
the County assemblies legislative
function, it is through oversight that the
County Assembly can ensure a balance of
power and assert its role as the defender
of people’s interests.
The writer is a Legal Counsel to the
Elgeyo/Marakwet County Assembly
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Youths, Sports and Gender

County’s social empowerment
targets vulnerable groups
T

County Director
Gender,
Magrine Serem,
distributes
farm inputs to
Persons living
With Disability in
Keiyo South.

By VINCENT BARTOO

hey say you can easily
judge the character of an
individual or organization
by how they treat the vulnerable in
their society.
How then would you judge the
County Government of Elgeyo
Marakwet through its decision to
initiate social protection projects for
such groups in our County? Well, be
the judge.
When H.E Governor Alex Tolgos
assumed office, he took the bulls by
its horns declaring war against illicit
brew in the County. This seemed
like political suicide, but three years
on, the fruits of this tough decision
are beginning to be realized.
Brewers rehabilitated
The County targeted brewers of
this alcohol and not only did the
government outlaw production, but
also offered solutions to the brewers
who are mostly women.
“Through
the
Governor’s
personal initiative, we were able to
persuade the women to abandon the
vice and come forward to be assisted

PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL

engage in meaningful economic
activities,” said CEC Incharge of
Social Services Monica Rotich.
She disclosed that since then,
a total of 22 women groups of
former illicit alcohol brewers
had been rehabilitated, trained
and offered alternative sources of
livelihood courtesy of the County
Government.

Deputy Governor
Gabriel Lagat
donates tea
growing
polythene sheets
to rehabilitated
women brewers
in Kaptarakwa,
Keiyo South with
his spouse and
County First
Lady Joce Tolgos.
PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL

“For some we gave them a posho
mill, others cows and sheep to start
dairy farming and crop seeds to start
agricultural production. We have
also assisted them embark on table
banking as a way of taking care of
their finances,” added Rotich.
Persons with disabilities
The County has also sought
people living with disabilities,
registering them through a census
and initiating income generation
projects that seek to empower them
economically.
“We have started projects for the
PWDs in every ward in the County
and they include poultry, sheep
production, tree nurseries and potato
farming projects,” added the CEC.
The Governor, through an
Executive order, also directed that
all public amenities like toilets being
put up by the County Government
be managed by PWDs and proceeds
go towards uplifting their economic
status.
The Governor also facilitated the
employment of Edwin Kipkogei,
a differently abled University
Graduate who is a product of Kobil
Children’s Home. Edwin currently
works at the County’s Department
of Finance.
“I thank the County government
for giving me this chance for it has
giving me the opportunity to prove
that disability is not inability,” said
Edwin.

Assistance to Children Homes
The County has also shown
compassion to homes in the county
housing vulnerable children by
constructing necessary facilities
beginning with Kapchesewes
children’s home where it built a
girls and boys toilets and provided
beddings for the children.
H.E Governor Tolgos has
also been mobilizing staff at the
County Government to financially
support the children homes such
as Mindililwo and Kobil homes
during their annual Happy Days.
“We will continue factoring
these children homes in our plans
so that they too can be beneficiaries
of the County Government
assistance,” said Anita.

>> by providing them with medical cover
through the National Health Insurance Fund
(NHIF).
“Those aged 65 and above across the County
are registered and the County pays for their annual
cover so that they can seek medical services in
any NHIF accredited hospital,” said Chief Officer
NHIF cover to the Elderly
Anita Kimwatan.
The County also started an
She disclosed that so far, 1,318 senior citizens
initiative that seeks to take care of have been enrolled into the cover and thanked
the health of senior citizens of the the County Assembly for passing a policy that
County aged 65 and above >>
facilitated this healthcare assistance to the elderly.

County First Lady
Joyce Tolgos and
Chief of Staff,
Daniel Kiptum
donate food
and electronic
equipment to
Children Homes in
the County.
PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL
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Sports fields developed across the County
Sports fields grading & leveling by ward
WARD

FIELD NAME

STATUS

Kamariny

Chesitek Primary

Complete

Emsoo

Kaptum primary

complete

Kapchemutwa
Tambach
Sengwer

Kendur Primary

Kessup Mixed day
Kamoi Primary

Cherengany/Chebororwa Koitugum

Complete
complete

Complete
complete

Kapsowar

Sinon

Lelan

Kibirech

complete

Moiben Kuserwa

Simbeiywet

Not yet done

Chepkorio

Kapalwat

Complete

Arror

Kaptarakwa
Kabiemit
Metkei

Soy North

Soy South
Endo

Sambirir

Kapyego

Embobut

Chesuman
Chepsamo
Kimwogo

Kombatich

60%Complete

Complete
Complete
complete
complete

Emsea community field 80%Complete
Kowochii Pimary

Not yet done

Tuturung

50%Complete

Sangach Primary
Kararia Primary
Kapchebau

80%Complete
30%Complete
Not yet done

Some of the public sports fields in the County which are being rehabilitated to the required playground standards.
PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

County’s social empowerment
Free sanitary pads for vulnerable girls
To keep girls in school, especially those in
hardship areas, the County government also
embarked on an initiative to distribute free
sanitary pads.
The County targets girls in Standard Seven
and Eight to keep them in school, boost their self
esteem and improve their performance in national
examinations.
“We started with vulnerable schools where
parents cannot afford to buy the sanitary pads for
their daughters to avoid the situation where the
girls miss school due to their menses,” added the
Chief Officer.

Special elected
MCA Rael Limo
gives sanitary
pads to one of
the pupil from
vulnarable
schools within
the County
PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL

Governor Alex
Tolgos hands
a certificate
to youths as
a symbol of
recognition for
their efforts
towards social
empowerement
to the community

Youth empowerment
The County government has further carried out
youth and women socio-economic empowerment on
issues such as government procurement opportunities,
Uwezo and Women Enterprise Fund, agribusiness and
trade, cultural preservation and cooperatives formation.
“We want to thank our most valued partner,
Technoserve for recently helping us train our youth
in all the sub counties and providing them with seed
capital to start businesses,” said CEC Monica.
The County government also bought equipment for
Iten and Tot youth empowerment centres including
computers, sporting and recreational equipment.

Funding Cultural Troupes
The County government has also facilitated cultural groups
to showcase the rich culture of Elgeyo Marakwet beyond the
County.
“We recently funded two cultural teams; Manambei and
Otgei to represent the County in regional and national culture
festivals,” said Chief Officer Anita.
Otgei Women Cultural Group did the County proud when
they emerged tops in the national festival, scooping top
honours.
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WORD SEARCH
World Cities
Name Search
You can figure out
the name of world
cities list just by
finding the words
in the grid.
When you find a
word or phrase in
the word search
grid, highlight the
name of the city.

Rule
Each column of four
squares,
each row of four
squares,
and each box of four
squares
has the numbers 1, 2, 3,
and 4 in any order.

SUDOKU
Rule

COMPLEX CROSSWORD

Each column of nine
squares,
each row of nine
squares,
and each box of nine
squares
(three squares by
three squares)
must have the
numbers 1 to 9

CODEWORD
Find the alphabetical letter represented by each unique number.

1

2

3

4

5

L

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

V
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REFURBISHMENT: First phase of Kamariny make over nearing completion as County embarks
on Iten Grounds drainage and developing sports fields across all 20 wards in Elgeyo Marakwet

Kamariny’s 1,500
seater pavilion 50%
complete, changing
rooms 90% done

ARTIST IMPRESSION OF KAMARINY STADIUM

CONSTRUCTION: Pavillions under construction at Kamariny Stadium. Right Top: Some of the changing rooms
built by the County. Below: The Building that houses the changing rooms PHOTOS | EMMANUEL TALEL

T

By VINCENT BARTOO

he refurbishment of the
world famous Kamariny
Stadium is gathering speed
following the County Government’s
pledge to turn it into a modern facility.
The County began implementing
a master plan it developed aimed
at transforming the stadium into
incorporating other developments
such as a tartan track, VIP lounge,
pavilions, changing rooms, athletes’
hostels, a museum, medical centre and
a library.
Also envisioned for Kamariny is
an indoor facility that can host indoor
games, a modern gym and swimming
pool.
“But because of limited funds, we
decided to split the refurbishment of
the stadium into phases but we are
confident we shall accomplish the
vision we have for Kamariny,” said
CEC Incharge of Sports, Monica
Rotich.
She disclosed that so far, works
for the 1,500 seater pavilion was
progressing well and had reached the

50% stage while the changing rooms
were nearing completion.
“Final touches are being made
to the changing rooms which are at
90% completion. Iam happy with
the progress and we shall continue
working hard to ensure this grand
project is a success,” added the CEC.
The rehabilitation of the Stadium
got a boost when area MP Dr
James Murgor further announced
that his CDF kitty would purchase
steeplechase and hurdle barriers.
“We will work with the County
Government to ensure that the stadium
is fully rehabilitated to ensure our
athletes have an ideal place to train,”
said Murgor during the Mashujaa day
Celebrations.
Iten Sports Grounds
The County has also started a
process to rehabilitate the Iten Sports
Field to avoid the perennial problem
of water clogging.
Already works at the grounds has
started including cutting drainages to
facilitate flow of storm water to make
the field usable following heavy rains.

“We also intend to fence the
grounds and we are sourcing for both
internal and external funds to help
us achieve this,” said Chief Officer
Sports, Anita Kimwatan.
She said the County intends to
elevate the status of both Kamariny
and Iten Sports field to match the
status of Iten as the internationally
acclaimed athletics capital.
Sports Fields Developed Across
County
The County has also spread its
mission to nurture sports to all 20
wards in the county by grading and
leveling sports fields.
The Chief Officer disclosed that
already, the County has completed
work on 13 sports fields while others
are nearing completion.
“We have graded and leveled the
fields and our plans are to further
develop them to be avenues where our
budding sportsmen and women can
nurture their sports talents because we
are the County of Champions,” said
Anita.
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Iten is 2016 ‘mini-olympic village’

A

By EMC TEAM

s the clock ticks towards the 2016
Olympic Games in Rio de Jenairo in
Brazil, athletes from around the globe
will be flocking in the New Year for pre-Olympic
training season.
Olympic Games bound teams from world’s
biggest economies like USA, Britain, Germany
and The Netherlands would pitch tent thanks to
Iten’s athletic bug.
Iten is no doubt the best athletics training site
in the world, slightly better than St Moritz in
Switzerland and the Boulder inColorado, USA.
Britain’s double Olympic and four-time world
champion Mo Farah, world marathon record
holder Paula Radcliffe and Ethiopia’s former
world 10,000m champion Ibrahim Jeilanalways
camp at the Lornah Kiplagat’s High Performance
Training Centre.
Little that Mo Farah and his love for Ugali and
stew at the Jua Kali ‘Super Hotel’ in Iten would
longing to land in the ‘Home of Champions’ ahead
of the Olympic Games.
Already, Radcliffe had registered her love for
Sukuma wiki (kales) when she pitched tent in
2012.
Others would camp at the Keellu Resort, owned
by former world marathon record holder Wilson
Kipsang. Iten’s athletics training regimen has
always been too inviting to resist to local athletes
and foreigners.
And it’s no secret that there has been a steady
flow of talent from athletes residing along the
133km stretch along the Elgeyo Marakwet
escarpment.
For 50 years, student athletes from St Patrick’s
High School Iten and Sing’ore Girls High School
have dotted the global stage, putting up a strong
athletic empire.
Athletes from the two schools have been so
keen to shatter every record in sight in what has
made the world wonder what makes them claim a
bigger slice of the glory.
Iten lies at 800 feet (2400m) above sea level.
When you add factors like traditional diets, rural
lifestyles, development and training, opportunities,

Why Iten is famous
Its slightly better than St Moritz
in Switzeland and the Boulder
inColorado, USA
Britain’s double Olympic and
four-time world champion Mo
Farah, world marathon record
holder Paula Radcliffe and
Ethiopia’s former world 10,000m
champion Ibrahim Jeilanalways
camp at the Lornah Kiplagat’s
High Performance Training
Centre.
There has been a steady flow
of talent from athletes residing
along the 133km stretch
along the Elgeyo Marakwet
escarpment.
talent and a high level of sporting discipline,
you get the exceptional athletes that Iten and
the entire Elgeyo Marakwet County produces.
At the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico
City, the athletic Saints of Iten led Kenya’s
first stint in the world of athletics.
The team that headed for Mexico, which
lies at 7,000 feet above sea level, carried a
larger number of runners from the school won
eight medals.
In the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich,
which is at sea level, Kenyans did even better
and most athletics followers confirmed the
need to live in high altitudes was an advantage.
Britain’s world marathon record holder
Paula Radcliffe has been training under the
Iten conditions and this forced her to artificially
make her sleeping room simulate this high
altitude while training in a low altitude home
in Britain.
At 2004 Athens Olympic Games the Saints
were well represented when 800m world
champion and Kenyan-born-Dane Wilson
Kipketer, Isaac Songok and former Athletics
Kenya head coach Mike Kosgei carried
the Saints mantle in the world’s sporting
showpiece.

Turkish runners,
Ash Arik and
Akkas Halil
train on the
roads of Iten, in
Elgeyo Marakwet
County.
Thousands of
foreign runners
are expected to
flock the county
in the coming
months ahead of
the Rio Olympics
in Aug 2016
PHOTOS COURTESY |
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Grand reception for Beijing athletes
Governor Alex
Tolgos (dressed in
beige suit) joins
Deputy President
William Rutto
and other leaders
during the
home coming of
Kenyan athletes
from the Beijing
Olympics 2015 in
China. Rutto had
organised a party
at his residential
place in Karen.
PHOTOS |
EMMANUEL TALEL
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was not surprised to win. And that’s why I went along with my
husband and our child Allan Kiprono (one year nine months
old) to Beijing so that I hold him after winning the gold. I also
wanted him to have a feel of the gold,” Vivian said.
The diminutive Vivian went on: “In our Keiyo culture, you
must hold your child at that special moment –after a tedious
job. This is not something unique for all new mums. Women
graduating from universities, while still in their gowns, hold
their babies as they take a sip of Mursik (sour milk).
“The same case also happens to those with babies and
passing out from Kenya Police, Kenya Defence Forces and
other disciplined forces. They do that while in their ceremonial
uniforms. This is to give the babies blessings which will see
them realize such victorious occasions in their lives.”
She started running while a Standard Four Pupil at
Chemwabul Primary School in Keiyo South and is the third
born in a family of eight, having started to train in athletics
while herding the family’s goats at the nearby Kaptagat Forest
and trekking to their ancestral farmlands in Kerio Valley.
Vivian, a highly talented athlete and glowing alumni of
the athletics-rich Sing’ore Girls High School in Keiyo North,
punches her one-finger salute into the air in celebration. She
comes from Kaptarakwa in Keiyo South.
The 23-year-old Hyvin Kiyeng, another alumni of Sing’ore
Girls, comes from Kocholwo in Keiyo South and raised her
arms in celebration for winning the 3,000m steeplechase gold
medal.
Ezekiel Kemboi (Baba Yao), the four-time world 3,000,
steeplechase champion, is the flamboyant and ‘crazy jigman’
who never ceases to amaze with his celebratory antics.
Kemboi’s daredevilry character; his loving tendency
for unique dressing code to fit special occasions and canny
running style makes him stand out on the tracks.
His two Olympic titles and four world championships’
crowns to his name –and three world championships silvers as
bonus –makes Kemboi the world’s steeplechaser of all time.
Incidentally, Kemboi is the only athlete who has rubbed
shoulders with Kenya’s top leadership –former Presidents
Daniel arap Moi and Mwai Kibaki, President Uhuru Kenyatta
and his Deputy William Ruto and former Prime Minister
Raila Odinga.
Asbel Kiprop, who won his third straight title in Beijing,
often flashes his one-finger salute. He however did a threefinger salute in Beijing.
“I wanted to show my fans that I was winning world
championships three times in a row,” said Asbel.
Geoffrey Kamworor, who comes from Chepsamo village
in Keiyo South, won silver in 10,000m while Brimin Kipruto
of Korkitony in Keiyo North bagged bronze in the 3,000m
steeplechase.
Two-time world marathon champion Edna Kiplagat, world
marathon record holder Dennis Kimetto and Wilson Kipsang
are other stars from the county that flew the Kenyan flag in
Beijing.
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How EMC illuminated Beijing
‘County of Champions’ struck four gold, silver and bronze for Kenya

ITS A WIN: From left Ezekiel Kemboi, Vivian Cheruiyot and Hyvin Chepkemoi celebrate after winning respective races finals during the 15th IAAF World Athletics Championships Beijing
2015 at Beijing National Stadium. PHOTOS COURTESY | GETTY IMAGES

Governor Alex
Tolgos (left)
and Deputy
President
William Rutto
(centre) run
to receive
the Kenyan
atheletes from
Beijing after
they landed at
Jomo Kenyatta
International
Airport,
Nairobi.
PHOTO |
EMMANUEL TALEL

W

By EMC TEAM

hen Kenya shot to the top of the
world at the 15th IAAF World
Athletics Championships in
Beijing, China, last August, Elgeyo Marakwet
County certainly stole global headlines.
The county’s sons and daughters not only
wowed the world but were absolutely stunning
at the finish line –thanks to their stylish
celebratory signs and antics.
You could easily notice Elgeyo Marakwet’s
athletic might right from Vivian Cheruiyot’s
one-finger salute to Ezekiel Kemboi’s theatrics
in celebration that made all the difference on
the tracks.
In Beijing, there was more to the celebrations
than meets the eye. Their victory jigs and the
signs carried hidden meanings which, at best,
counted towards the glory.
Gold medallists Vivian Cheruiyot, Asbel

Kiprop, Ezekiel Kemboi and Hyvin Kiyeng
were born and bred in Elgeyo Marakwet County.
But Asbel’s family have since relocated from
Chepkokin village in Kerio Valley to Kaptinga
in Uasin Gishu.
Before their departure to the Chinese
capital, Governor Alex Tolgos treated them
to a sumptuous luncheon at Keellu Resort –a
precise send off for a team on national duty.
Vivian Cheruyot, who travelled to Beijing
alongside her husband Moses Kiplagat and
their two-year-old son Allan Kiprono, set the
ball rolling for the Elgeyo Marakwet County
fort when she won first gold medal in 10,000m.
Vivian and her husband Kiplagat, who is
her coach, had laid out excellent preparations
which even saw them honour their cultural
beliefs: taking their baby Allan Kiprono to
Beijing to mark Keiyo celebratory traditions.
“I had prepared well and certain of victory. I
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